MEETING AGENDA – NOVEMBER 14, 2017
COMMUNITY ROOM
4000 EAST RIVER ROAD NE
ROCHESTER, MN 55906
4:00 PM
Call to Order
1.

Approval of Minutes
1.

Public Utility Board - Regular Meeting - Oct 24, 2017 4:00 PM

NEW BUSINESS
Open Comment Period
(This agenda section is for the purpose of allowing citizens to address the Utility
Board. Comments are limited to 4 minutes, total comment period limited to 15
minutes. Any speakers not having the opportunity to be heard will be the first to
present at the next Board meeting.)
*Total comment period has been extended to 30 minutes total for this meeting.

2.

3.

Consideration Of Bids
1.

Customer Service Center Building Expansion Project - Bid Award

2.

Resolution: CSC Building Expansion Project - Bid Award

Regular Agenda
1.

2018 Water Utility Budget Approval
Resolution: 2018 Water Utility Capital and Operating Budget

2.

2018 Electric Utility Rate Adjustment
Resolution: 2018 Electric Utility Rate Adjustment

3.

2018 Electric Utility Budget Approval
Resolution: 2018 Electric Utility Capital and Operating Budgets

4.

Adjourn
The agenda and board packet for Utility Board meetings are available on-line at
www.rpu.org and http://rochestercitymn.iqm2.com/Citizens/Default.aspx
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1.1

MEETING MINUTES – OCTOBER 24, 2017
RPU SERVICE CENTER
4000 EAST RIVER ROAD NE
BOARD ROOM
ROCHESTER, MN 55906
4:00 PM
Call to Order

1.

Arrived

Motion to: approve the agenda as presented

RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:
ABSENT:

ADOPTED [UNANIMOUS]
Tim Haskin, Board Member
Brian Morgan, Board Member
Mark Browning, Tim Haskin, Melissa Graner Johnson, Brian Morgan
Michael Wojcik

Approval of Minutes
1.

Public Utility Board - Regular Meeting - Sep 26, 2017 4:00 PM

2.

Motion to: approve the minutes as presented

RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:

3.

Status
Present
Present
Present
Present
Absent

Approval of Agenda
1.

2.

Title
Board President
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member

ADOPTED [3 TO 0]
Brian Morgan, Board Member
Tim Haskin, Board Member
Mark Browning, Tim Haskin, Brian Morgan
Melissa Graner Johnson
Michael Wojcik

Approval of Accounts Payable
1.

A/P Board Listing

2.

Motion to: approve the A/P Board Listing

Board Member Melissa Graner Johnson asked if Mastec North America Inc,
which appears on a couple of line items, is a corporation that does housing.
General Manager Mark Kotschevar replied that it is a company that does
trenching and cabling work.

Generated 11/2/2017 3:56 PM
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Attendee Name
Mark Browning
Tim Haskin
Melissa Graner Johnson
Brian Morgan
Michael Wojcik

1.1

Regular Meeting

Tuesday, October 24, 2017

RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:
ABSENT:

4:00 PM

ADOPTED [UNANIMOUS]
Melissa Graner Johnson, Board Member
Tim Haskin, Board Member
Mark Browning, Tim Haskin, Melissa Graner Johnson, Brian Morgan
Michael Wojcik

Open Comment Period
(This agenda section is for the purpose of allowing citizens to address the Utility
Board. Comments are limited to 4 minutes, total comment period limited to 15
minutes. Any speakers not having the opportunity to be heard will be the first to
present at the next Board meeting.)
President Browning opened the meeting for public comment. Two people came forward to
speak.

Brett Ostby, of Rochester, spoke regarding fixed costs.
Rick Morris, of Rochester, spoke regarding the UMR Connects event, Rochester's Energy
Future: A Community Forum, on Thursday, November 2, 2017, at 7:00 p.m. Mr. Morris
invited Board members to attend and distributed event flyers.

4.

Consideratoin of Bids
1.

Underground Cable Puller

Supervisor of Facilities Steve Monson presented a request to the Board to
purchase an underground cable puller. The utility received two bids that were
opened on October 16, 2017, from Sherman + Reilly, Inc. and Wesco. Sherman
+ Reilly was the low bidder at $174,355. Mr. Monson explained that the utility had
a major failure with its existing cable puller this year and was unsuccessful in
attempting to get repair parts, so the item, which is part of an ongiong equipment
replacement plan, was moved up for replacement this year and is included in the
2017 contingency funds.
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:
ABSENT:
2.

COUNCIL APPROVAL [UNANIMOUS]
Melissa Graner Johnson, Board Member
Brian Morgan, Board Member
Mark Browning, Tim Haskin, Melissa Graner Johnson, Brian Morgan
Michael Wojcik

Resolution: Underground Cable Puller

BE IT RESOLVED by the Public Utility Board of the City of Rochester, Minnesota,
to approve a contract with Sherman + Reilly, Inc. for:
One Underground Cable Puller
The amount of the purchase order to be ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY-FOUR
THOUSAND, THREE HUNDRED FIFTY-FIVE AND 00/100 DOLLARS
($174,355.00).
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NEW BUSINESS

1.1

Regular Meeting

Tuesday, October 24, 2017

4:00 PM

Passed by the Public Utility Board of the City of Rochester, Minnesota, this 24th
day of October,

Regular Agenda
1.

Compliance Policy Approval

The draft Compliance Policy was initially presented to the Board for review and
comment at its September 26, 2017 meeting by Director of Compliance and
Public Affairs Steven Nyhus and the Board's communication committee. The
Board requested that the RPU Board members be added to the scope. The
policy was amended as requested.
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:
ABSENT:

COUNCIL APPROVAL [UNANIMOUS]
Tim Haskin, Board Member
Melissa Graner Johnson, Board Member
Mark Browning, Tim Haskin, Melissa Graner Johnson, Brian Morgan
Michael Wojcik

Resolution: Compliance Policy Approval

BE IT RESOLVED by the Public Utility Board of the City of Rochester, Minnesota,
to approve the
Compliance Policy
Passed by the Public Utility Board of the City of Rochester, Minnesota, this 24th
day of October, 2017.
2.

Cayenta Customer Care Implementation Change Order

Manager of Marketing and External Affairs Patty Hanson presented a request
to the Board to approve a change order for additional funds to support the
utility's implementation of the Cayenta Customer Care software. The go-live
date for the project has been extended to March 28, 2018 from its original
intended November 13, 2017 go-live date, due to delayed deliveries of
interfaces and configurations by Cayenta, and a conflict with the utility's annual
audit process. The utility has negotiated to bring the costs down, Ms. Hanson
said. The utility underestimated the impact of a travel policy in the contract with
Cayenta that charges RPU for Cayenta employees' compensation for travel
time while en route, she said, which comprises a bulk of the new charges
associated with the extension. Additional charges include the extension of
project management services, backfill resources and unforeseen third party
interface expenses. The total cost impact, including a 20 percent contingency,
is $563,583.
Board Member Tim Haskin asked if the Vancouver-based Cayenta employees
are flying into the Minneapolis airport and renting a car to travel to Rochester,
which sounds more expensive. Ms. Hanson said they are. Mr. Haskin inquired
about the City of Rochester travel policy which strongly encourages the use of
the Rochester International Airport, however, Ms. Hanson replied that these
are not City employees, but she will follow up with Cayenta to ensure they are
using the lowest cost option.
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5.

1.1

Regular Meeting

Tuesday, October 24, 2017

4:00 PM

Board Member Brian Morgan asked if the change order were not approved,
would it stop the project? Yes, the project has to keep moving forward to align
with RPU's customer service goals, Ms. Hanson replied.

Missing on a single item like budget, schedule or quality is one thing, but if you
miss on two or possibly three, a review of the process or a root cause analysis
is in order, said Mr. Morgan.
Mr. Hogan said that the utility is currently in phase one of the implementation,
and next will be phase two. Lessons learned from phase one will be included in
phase two.
General Manager Mark Kotschevar clarified that the added costs are included
expenditures in the utility's 2018 budget.
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:
ABSENT:
3.

COUNCIL APPROVAL [UNANIMOUS]
Melissa Graner Johnson, Board Member
Brian Morgan, Board Member
Mark Browning, Tim Haskin, Melissa Graner Johnson, Brian Morgan
Michael Wojcik

Resolution: Cayenta Customer Care Implementation Change Order

BE IT RESOLVED by the Public Utility Board of the City of Rochester, Minnesota,
to approve the RPU Change Order 001 to the Software Implementation Services
Agreement with Cayenta, a Division of N. Harris Computer Corporation, for the
Cayenta customer care implementation, project management services, backfill
resources, unforeseen 3rd party interface expenses, and additional 20%
contingency, in the amount of $563,583.00, contingent upon approval of the 2018
budget, and authorize the Mayor and the City Clerk to execute the change order.
Passed by the Public Utility Board of the City of Rochester, Minnesota, this 24th
day of October, 2017.
4.

Billtrust Contract Extension

Accounting Manager Bryan Blom presented a request to the Board to extend a
contract with Billtrust for bill printing, mailing and credit card processing
services. Services are being extended another six months due to the delay in
the implementation of the utility's new customer care software system,
Cayenta, until March 2018, which will include a new payment processing
service. RPU has contracted with Billtrust for these services for the past seven
4|Page
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Board Member Melissa Graner Johnson asked how confident the utility is with
the accuracy of the amount of additional funds needed? Director of Finance
Peter Hogan responded that the utility is confident and has provided for
contingencies that may occur.

1.1

Regular Meeting

Tuesday, October 24, 2017

4:00 PM

years, with the current contract expiring on October 31, 2017. The six month
extension of the contract is valued at $252,000, and includes delegation of any
future extensions to the General Manager.
RESULT:
MOVER:
AYES:
ABSENT:

COUNCIL APPROVAL [UNANIMOUS]
Tim Haskin, Melissa Graner Johnson
Mark Browning, Tim Haskin, Melissa Graner Johnson, Brian Morgan
Michael Wojcik

BE IT RESOLVED by the Public Utility Board of the City of Rochester,
Minnesota, to approve a
six-month extension with
Billtrust for Web Portal Services, IVR Services to include Pay-by-Phone
and Bill Print & Mail Services
The amount of the extension to be TWO HUNDRED FIFTY-TWO THOUSAND
AND 00/100 DOLLARS ($252,000.00) with 2018 expenses contingent upon
budget approval. The Board also delegates to the General Manager approval of
additional extensions and subsequent funding of this contract as needed should
there be further delays of the Cayenta implementation.
Passed by the Public Utility Board of the City of Rochester, Minnesota, this 24th
day of
October, 2017.
5.

Risk Property, General Liability and Automotive Insurance Renewals for 2018

Purchasing and Materials Manager Joe Mauss presented insurance
quotations to the Board for the annual renewal of the utility's risk property,
general liability, automobile insurance and excess general liability insurance
policies for 2018. The risk property insurance is a $250 million policy with
Wortham Insurance/ARGUS; West Side Energy Station is not yet included in
coverage, but will be added when it is put into service.
The liability and auto insurance is a $1.5 million policy with the League of
Minnesota Cities Insurance Trust. The excess general liability insurance is
provided through Associated Electric and Gas Insurance Services Ltd.
(AGEIS) with blanket coverage from $1 million to $20 million.
The coverage period for all policies is from November 1, 2017 to October 31,
2018.
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RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:
ABSENT:

COUNCIL APPROVAL [UNANIMOUS]
Brian Morgan, Board Member
Melissa Graner Johnson, Board Member
Mark Browning, Tim Haskin, Melissa Graner Johnson, Brian Morgan
Michael Wojcik

Resolution: All Risk Property Insurance Renewal for 2018

BE IT RESOLVED by the Public Utility Board of the City of Rochester, Minnesota,
to approve a contract agreement with Wortham Insurance/ARGUS and that the
Common Council authorize the Mayor and the City Clerk to execute the agreement
for
ALL RISK PROPERTY INSURANCE
The insurance agreement to be for a twelve month policy period commencing
November 1, 2017, and expiring October 31, 2018.
The amount of the contract agreement not to exceed TWO HUNDRED FORTYSIX THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED THIRTY-SEVEN AND 00/100 DOLLARS
($246,537.00).
Passed by the Public Utility Board of the City of Rochester, Minnesota, this 24th
day of October, 2017.
Resolution: Commercial Automobile and General Liability Insurance Renewals for 2018

BE IT RESOLVED by the Public Utility Board of the City of Rochester, Minnesota,
to approve a contract agreement with the League of Minnesota Cities Insurance
Trust and that the Common Council authorize the Mayor and the City Clerk to
execute the agreement for
COMMERCIAL AUTOMOBILE AND GENERAL LIABILITY INSURANCE
The amount of the contract agreement to be ONE HUNDRED THIRTY-ONE
THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED AND 00/100 DOLLARS ($131,500.00).
Passed by the Public Utility Board of the City of Rochester, Minnesota, this 24th
day of October, 2017.
7.

Resolution: Excess General Liability Insurance Renewal for 2018

BE IT RESOLVED by the Public Utility Board of the City of Rochester, Minnesota,
to approve a contract agreement with Associated Electric and Gas Insurance
Services, Ltd. (AEGIS) and that the Common Council authorize the Mayor and the
City Clerk to execute the agreement for
EXCESS GENERAL LIABILITY INSURANCE
The insurance agreement to be for a twelve month policy period commencing
November 1, 2017 and expiring October 31, 2018.
The amount of the contract agreement not to exceed THREE HUNDRED ONE
THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINETY-NINE AND 00/100 DOLLARS
($301.299.00).
Passed by the Public Utility Board of the City of Rochester, Minnesota, this 24th
6|Page
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6.

4:00 PM

1.1

Regular Meeting

Tuesday, October 24, 2017

4:00 PM

day of October, 2017.

Informational
1.

CSC Building Expansion and Renovation Project - Update

Facilities Project Manager Patricia Bremer provided an update to the Board on
the RPU Customer Service Center building expansion project. Ms. Bremer said
there have been no changes to project scope, and the utility is on target for
budget. The total project budget is estimated at $15.3 million.
The project is currently in the bidding phase. A pre-bid meeting was held on
October 12, 2017 with prospective contractors, and construction bids are due
on November 2, 2017. Facilities staff will return to the Board to seek approval
of the construction contracts at its November 14, 2017 meeting.
There will be two construction contracts; an owner-contractor agreement for
the labor, and a purchasing agent agreement for the materials, said Ms.
Bremer. The intent of this contract structure is to save sales tax dollars. Five
deduct alternatives will be offered.
Construction is slated to begin on December 1, 2017, with an anticipated
completion date of February 15, 2019.
2.

Review Proposed Change to Load Management Credit Rate Tariff

RPU Controller Bryan Blom spoke to the Board regarding a proposed change to
the current Load Management Credit Rate Tariff, which offers credit amounts to
residential customers having a combination of qualifying air conditioners and
qualifying electric water heaters controlled by load management devices. The
current tariff program is voluntary and means that RPU can shut down the
customer units at peak energy times. It was established in 2002.

Under the existing program, customers with one qualifying air conditioner and
one qualifying electric water heater would receive an annual credit of $60. With
the proposed new rate tariff, the same customer would receive an annual credit
of $51. There would be no change to the credit amount for those customers
who have just one qualifying air conditioner, which comprises a majority of the
customers in the program, said Mr. Blom.
The utility is seeking to simplify the process of crediting customer accounts
using its new customer care software system, which is expected to be
launched in March 2018. The simplified rate tariff would credit customers
$3.00/month per qualifying air conditioner from May through September, and
$3.00/month per qualifying electric water heater for all twelve months of the
year.
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6.

1.1

Regular Meeting

Tuesday, October 24, 2017

4:00 PM

The Board reached a consensus to advertise the proposed rate tariff in the
newspaper of record to provide public notice.
This was presented as an informational item only. Staff will request approval of
the change at the Board's November 14, 2017 meeting, to provide time for
public input. If approved, the effective date will align with the go-live date of the
new customer account/billing system.
Preliminary 2018 Electric and Water Budgets and Rates

Director of Corporate Services Peter Hogan shared with the Board the 2018
electric and water capital and operating budgets that were presented in a separate
meeting to the Board's finance committee on October 17, 2017. The proposed
budgets take into consideration the electric cost of service study conducted for the
utility by Utility Financial Solutions, LLC, and presented previously to the Board.
The budget includes a rate increase of 1.5% for the electric utility in 2018 and 1.9%
in 2019, followed by a 2.5% rate increase for each year 2020 through 2022. The
first two years of the proposed rate increase was advertised in the newspaper of
record to provide public notice.
Also included is a rate increase for the water utility of 6% in 2018. The increase is
part of a previously-approved three-year rate track adopted by the Board in 2015.
No action was being requested at this time; the budgets were being presented as
informational only.
Board Member Brian Morgan asked if the Board needed to continue the ongoing
rates discussion that began in August with the introduction of the cost of service
study findings.
President Browning replied that since advertising the rates in the newspaper, the
utility has only received two to three letters in response.
Board Member Tim Haskin pointed out that on the bottom of the newspaper ad, in
very small print, is a statement indicating that the rate increase may be absorbed
by installing two LED bulbs. This should be in larger print, he said.
The Board members were asked to bring any questions they may have regarding
the proposed budget and rates to the November 14, 2017 meeting.

7.

Board Liaison Reports
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3.

1.1

Regular Meeting
1.

Tuesday, October 24, 2017

4:00 PM

Board Liaison Reports: RCA Rochester Home Rule Charter Amendment and Notice of
Public Hearing

President Browning remarked that while waiting for the approval, the Board will
hold the election of officers in January as usual. City Attorney Terry Adkins
confirmed that the new policy will not be in place in time for the January 2018
meeting.
Also currently being drafted by the operations and administration committee is
the revised policy for Acquisition and Disposal of Real Property. Next in line for
revision by the communications committee is the RPU Cold Weather
Disconnect policy, said General Manager Mark Kotschevar.

8.

General Managers Report

General Manager Mark Kotschevar congratulated Communications Coordinator Tony Benson and
Residential Account Representative Stephanie Humphrey for coordinating the public power event
at the Minnesota Children's Museum Rochester on October 7, 2017. Over 600 visitors were in
attendance for the event, which offered free admission, a bucket truck display, RPU exhibits and
free giveaways.

Mr. Kotschevar met with the new Rochester City Administrator Steve Rymer, and said that
Steve is excited to come out and visit the RPU service center.
Board Member Brian Morgan asked about the new Tesla electric car charging station at the
Hyvee located at 500 Crossroads Drive SW. Director of Core Services Sidney Jackson said
that this is the first high capacity car charging station in Rochester (480 volt DC), and is only
for Tesla vehicles.
Mr. Kotschevar shared that Proterra brought an electric bus, the "Proterra Catalyst Bus" as a
demo to the Rochester Public Works Operations Center and provided round-trip rides to
downtown Rochester. The zero-emission electric buses are becoming more common, he
said.

9.

Division Reports & Metrics

10.

Other Business

11.

Adjourn
The agenda and board packet for Utility Board meetings are available on-line at
www.rpu.org and http://rochestercitymn.iqm2.com/Citizens/Default.aspx
Submitted by:
__________________________________
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The RPU Board is currently revising several of its Board policies. The Board
Organization Policy is in the process of being revised by the Board's policy
committee after a request was made to the Rochester Home Rule City Charter
committee for a language change that will revise the timing of the election of Board
officers from the January meeting to the May meeting. The language change has
not yet been approved by the Rochester City Council but is in process.
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Secretary
Approved by the Board

__________________________________
Board President
__________________________________
Date
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2.1

FOR BOARD ACTION
Agenda Item #

(ID # 8113)

Meeting Date: 11/14/2017

SUBJECT: Customer Service Center Building Expansion Project - Bid Award

PREPARED BY: Patricia Bremer

ITEM DESCRIPTION:
The RPU Customer Service Center (CSC) was designed and constructed in 1987-1988, with
the original intent of meeting RPU’s space needs for staff and equipment for 25-30 years.
Through routine master plans, facilities assessments and a recent space needs analysis, it
became clear that RPU would meet or exceed the available space for staff and equipment at
the CSC facility in 2017.
In October 2016, the RPU Board approved agreements for staff to work with a consultant team
consisting of RSP Architects and CPMI to develop this project. Over the course of the last
year, RPU has worked diligently with this consultant team to design and develop this project to
meet RPU’s space needs for the next 10-20 years. The resultant project was issued for public
bidding on October 2, 2017.
RPU elected to separate the project into two construction contracts. This includes one OwnerContractor Agreement for the construction labor, and one Purchasing Agent Agreement for the
materials. The MN Department of Revenue requires this type of contracting in order to realize
a savings on the sales tax of the materials used in construction. By the Purchasing Agent
Agreement, RPU is authorizing the contractor to act on its behalf in the purchase of the
materials. RPU remains responsible for payment, risk of loss and title to the materials.
Sealed bids were received on November 2, 2017, which included bids from eight general
contractors. The bid tab showing the results is included for reference. Staff recommends
awarding both contracts to Knutson Construction Services Rochester, Inc., as they were the
combined low bid for both portions of work. This approval request is broken down as follows:
$5,009,000 for the Owner-Contractor Agreement (labor), $3,827,000 for the Purchasing Agent
Agreement (materials). Total approval request for the two contracts is $8,836,000.
A project budget of $15.3M was approved for this expansion and the high level project budget
is listed below:
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FOR BOARD ACTION
Agenda Item #

(ID # 8113)

Meeting Date: 11/14/2017

Estimated Cost
Consultants

$ 1,187,000

Fees (permits, advertising)

$

Construction

$ 9,636,000

10% Contingency

$

963,000

Builder's Risk Insurance

$

50,000

Fixtures, Furniture & Equipment

$

800,000

Temp Conditions (moves, storage)

$

15,000

Total

$12,697,000

46,000

An approval for an additional low voltage contract which is included in the construction
estimate above will be brought to the board at the next meeting.
Construction is expected to run from December 2017 to December 2018, with final close out
and occupation by February 2019. RPU will continue to occupy the facility so construction
efforts will be completed through a phased approach.
UTILITY BOARD ACTION REQUESTED:
Staff requests approval of two contracts with Knutson Construction Services Rochester, Inc. in
the amount of $5,009,000 for the Owner-Contractor Agreement (labor), and $3,827,000 for the
Purchasing Agent Agreement (materials) following final contract review from the General
Manager and City Attorney. Staff also requests approval of a $963,000 contingency fund,
including granting authorization for the RPU Project Manager to perform the acts to execute
the project.
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RPU Customer Service Center - Expansion and Renovation

BID SUBMITTAL TABULATION
Total Base Bid

Submitting Contractor

A.E. Benike
Construction

Boldt Construction

Joseph Company

Kraus-Anderson
Construction

Knutson Construction

Market & Johnson

Industrial Main Sol

Met-Con Construction

Alt. A-1

Alt. A-2

Alt. A-3

Alt. A-4

Alt. E-1

Alt. E-2

Labor Bid LP-1 $

4,778,661 $

(21,570) $

(20,574) $

(471) $

(88,913) $

(5,735) $

(512)

Material Bid MP-1 $

4,799,313 $

(49,024) $

(58,432) $

(2,069) $

(25,259) $

(10,138) $

(246)

Total Combined Bid $

9,577,974

Labor Bid LP-1 $

5,625,400 $

(25,600) $

(16,100) $

(800) $

(426,000) $

(5,600) $

(500)

Material Bid MP-1 $

3,967,000 $

(26,750) $

(32,530) $

(1,960) $

(63,300) $

(9,900) $

(240)

Total Combined Bid $

9,592,400

Labor Bid LP-1 $

4,925,000 $

(30,618) $

(24,650) $

(200) $

(78,000) $

(4,300) $

(300)

Material Bid MP-1 $

4,278,000 $

(31,467) $

(23,675) $

(2,650) $

(30,000) $

(10,600) $

(100)

Total Combined Bid $

9,203,000

Labor Bid LP-1 $

5,035,875 $

(19,000) $

(16,000) $

(200) $

(86,000) $

(4,300) $

(300)

Material Bid MP-1 $

4,028,820 $

(5,600) $

(8,000) $

(4,000) $

(46,000) $

(10,000) $

(100)

Total Combined Bid $

9,064,695

Labor Bid LP-1 $

5,009,000 $

(29,500) $

(7,000) $

(200) $

(82,000) $

(5,600) $

(500)

Material Bid MP-1 $

3,827,000 $

(29,000) $

- $

(12,100) $

(19,700) $

(9,900) $

(240)

(500)

Total Combined Bid $

8,836,000

Labor Bid LP-1 $

6,011,924 $

(39,000) $

(37,000) $

(1,000) $

(138,000) $

(5,000) $

Material Bid MP-1 $

4,016,493 $

- $

- $

(1,000) $

(19,000) $

(7,000) $

Total Combined Bid $

-

10,028,417

Labor Bid LP-1 $

5,433,780 $

(31,833) $

(6,564) $

(345) $

(18,080) $

(4,300) $

(300)

Material Bid MP-1 $

4,441,421 $

(29,190) $

(4,695) $

1,363 $

(3,000) $

(20,000) $

(10,600)

Total Combined Bid $

9,875,201

Labor Bid LP-1 $

5,719,647 $

(47,180) $

(14,830) $

(460) $

(149,270) $

(5,600) $

(500)

Material Bid MP-1 $

3,901,351 $

(13,000) $

(4,050) $

(2,020) $

(27,420) $

(9,900) $

(240)

Total Combined Bid $

9,620,998
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Attachment: Proposal Tab 2017-11-02 (8113 : Customer Service Center Building Expansion Project - Bid

Rochester, Minnesota

Attachment: Purchase Agent Agreement Draft (8113 : Customer Service Center Building Expansion Project - Bid Award)

2.1.b

PURCHASING AGENT AGREEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT is made by and between City of Rochester, a Minnesota
municipal corporation ("Owner"), and xxxxxxxxx., a xxxxxx (type of) company
("Agent").
WHEREAS, Owner is undertaking the construction of Customer Service Center
Expansion and Renovation on the property of the Owner (the "Project"); and
WHEREAS, the Owner is a Minnesota municipal corporation, exempt from the
payment of Minnesota sales and use taxes.
WHEREAS, Owner wishes to purchase on its own account materials, supplies and
equipment for the Project (collectively "Materials") as described in solicitation
#2017-27, incorporated by reference; and
WHEREAS, the Owner has solicited separate bids for the Materials, the award of
which was not contingent upon the successful award of any other part of the Project; and
WHEREAS, Agent is the successful bidder for the Materials.
NOW, IT IS THEREFORE AGREED between the parties hereto that:
1. This Agreement is made with reference to, and where applicable, shall be
governed by the specifications and provisions set forth in the Contract Documents
as such are defined in the Owner/Contractor Agreement for the Project.
2. The Owner appoints Agent to act as its purchasing agent for purchasing the
Materials, and further authorizes Agent to appoint such sub-agents as Agent
deems appropriate for carrying out the purposes of this Agreement, which subagents shall have similar powers of appointment.
3. The Agent shall notify all vendors and suppliers with which it deals in relation to
purchasing Materials of its agency relationship with the Owner. The Agent shall
make it clear to such vendors and suppliers that the obligation for payment for any
and all Materials is that of the Owner and not the Agent. Agent shall include the
following Notice to Vendors/Suppliers in all purchase orders and other documents
furnished to a vendor or supplier in connection with the purchase of any Materials:
NOTICE TO VENDORS/SUPPLIERS
The materials to which this document relates are being purchased by xxxxxxxx, as
the purchasing agent of City of Rochester ("the Owner"). It is the Owner's obligation,
not the purchasing agent's, to pay for the materials. Because the Owner is a city of
Minnesota, this purchase is exempt from sales tax under Minn. Stat.§ 297A.70.
4. It is understood and agreed that title to the Materials purchased pursuant to this
Agreement shall immediately vest in the Owner at the point of delivery, even if

1
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such delivery is made to Agent on Owner's behalf. The Owner assumes risk of
loss at the time of delivery; however, Agent shall take all reasonable precautions for
the safekeeping against loss of such Materials prior to their installation. Nothing
contained in this Agreement shall be deemed to preclude Owner from proceeding
against Agent in the event that such loss occurs as a consequence of Agent's fault or
negligence or that of Agent's employees.
5. Prior to acceptance and payment, Agent shall endeavor to determine on Owner's
behalf that all such Materials conform to the plans and specifications of the
Contract Documents and are free from obvious or apparent defects.
6. Owner shall pay Agent for all Materials purchased by Agent under this Agreement.
Invoices from vendors/and suppliers must be addressed to City of Rochester and
sent to xxxxxxxxxx. Agent will obtain from vendors and suppliers for Owner
any mechanics' lien waivers required by the Contract Documents. Invoices for
payment must be submitted to Owner by Agent pursuant to, and will be paid
according to, the provisions of the Contract Documents.
7. Agent shall promptly notify Owner of any sales and use tax audit by the Minnesota
Commissioner of Revenue or of the threatened imposition or assessment of any
sales or use taxes. Owner may, at its sole option and cost, dispute, contest or
otherwise resist the imposition or assessment of any such taxes. Upon reasonable
notice to Owner, Agent may (but is not obligated to) take such actions as it deems
reasonable in response to the threatened imposition or assessment of taxes, which
actions shall be deemed to have been taken on Owner's behalf. If any Minnesota
sales or use taxes are imposed or assessed with respect to any Materials
purchased pursuant to this Agreement, Owner shall be solely responsible for the
payment of such taxes, including any related penalties and interest, and shall hold
Agent harmless and indemnify Agent from any such cost or expense related
thereto, including any legal fees and costs incurred by Agent in connection
therewith.
8. The agency relationship created by this Agreement is intended to be in compliance
with Minnesota Rule 8130.1200 and its current interpretation by the Minnesota
Department of Revenue.
9. Owner may terminate this Agreement if Agent is in default hereunder or if Owner
has abandoned the Project.
10. Neither this Agreement or any interest herein shall be assignable by either party
without the prior written consent of the other party, except that no consent is
required for the appointment of sub-agents as contemplated herein.
The
provisions of this Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the
parties and their respective heirs, legal representatives, assigns, and any subagents appointed pursuant to this Agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Purchasing Agent
Agreement this xx day of xxxxx, 2017.

2
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CITY OF ROCHESTER

By
________________________________
xxxxxxxxxx

By
__________________________
Ardell Brede, Mayor

Its
Attest
________________________________
Anissa Hollingshead, City Clerk
Approved as to Form
________________________________
Terry Adkins, City Attorney
ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
________________________________
Mark Kotschevar, General Manager

3
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2.2

RESOLUTION

BE IT RESOLVED by the Public Utility Board of the City of Rochester, Minnesota, to approve
two agreements with Knutson Construction Services Rochester, Inc, following final review by
the General Manager and City Attorney, and authorize the Mayor and the City Clerk to execute
the agreements, following final review as follows:
Owner-Contractor Agreement (labor) $5,009,000
Purchasing Agent Agreement (materials) $3,827,000
In addition approve a contingency fund in the amount of $963,000 including granting
authorization for the RPU Project Manager to perform the acts to execute the project.

Passed by the Public Utility Board of the City of Rochester, Minnesota, this 14th day of
November, 2017.

______________________________
President

______________________________
Secretary
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FOR BOARD ACTION
Agenda Item #

(ID # 8110)

Meeting Date: 11/14/2017

SUBJECT: 2018 Water Utility Budget Approval

PREPARED BY: Peter Hogan

ITEM DESCRIPTION:
The preliminary budget for the water utility was presented to the finance and audit committees
on October 17, 2017, and to the full Board on October 24, 2017, and incorporates a 6% rate
increase which was approved in 2015 as part of a three-year rate track. The rate track
approved in 2015 includes a 6% rate increase for each year 2016, 2017 and 2018, based on
the cost of service study conducted in 2015.
The significant drivers for the 2018 Water Utility budget are:
·

Adoption of the utility method (Industry Standard) of rate setting
o

Sustainability: Based on cost of service and alignment of variable and fixed costs
with corresponding variable and fixed revenues

o

Establishing targeted change in net assets to fund operations and future capital
replacements - $3,192K; current budget $ 1,112K

o

Establish targeted minimum cash reserves; per policy $6,063K; current budget
$4,921K

·

Addition of one FTE; overall 3.2% salary expense change and additional PERA
accrual ($143K)

·

Increase in water main replacements in conjunction with street reconstructions
($1,181K)

·

New well and well house replacement

The budget supports the need for continued investment in infrastructure, maintenance and
replacement reserves to avoid large unfunded outlays of capital in future years.
Summary financial sheets are attached reflecting the recommended budget. Staff will be
available to answer questions.
UTILITY BOARD ACTION REQUESTED:
Management recommends that the Board approve and request Common Council approval of the
2018 RPU Water Utility operating and capital budget.
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ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
WATER UTILITY
2018 OPERATING BUDGET

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

•

Interest Earnings Rate:

0.25%

•

Average Salary Expense Change:

3.2%

•

Change in Full-time Equivalents:

1

•

Minimum Cash Reserve Requirement:

Policy Amount

Attachment: Wtr-2018 Assumptions (8110 : 2018 Water Utility Budget Approval)

(consists of COLA, merit and promotion increases)

$6,063,120

RETAIL REVENUES / SALES

•

Revenue Adjustment:

6.0%

•

Water CCF Sales Forecast:

5.59% Increase from 2017 Projected Sales

•

Total Water Utility Customers:

1.0% Increase over Y/E 2017 Projected Customers

•

Forecast Assumes Normal Weather :

523 Cooling Degree Days,
23.9 Inches Summer Rainfall

OTHER ITEMS

•

In Lieu of Tax forecast increasing $19,700 to a total of $390,290.

•

RPU water projects are greatly dependent on the plans of the City Public Works
Department and developers.

•

Developer-installed subdivision water infrastructure assets are contributed to RPU at no
cost. RPU records depreciation expense on these assets and is responsible for ongoing
maintenance and replacement costs.

Section 3 - Page 1
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ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
WATER UTILITY
Management Reporting P&L

1
2
3
4
5

in 000's

6

Revenue
Retail Water
9
Other Services & Fees
10 Total Revenue

RPU Rate Increase

Historical Data
2015
2016
3.5%
6.0%

2017 F2
6.0%

2018
6.0%

2019
6.0%

2020
6.0%

2021
6.0%

2022
6.0%

7

$7,788
$873
$8,661

$8,519
$942
$9,461

$8,674
$947
$9,621

Cost of Revenue
Water Supply
13 Total Cost of Revenue

$1,830
$1,830

$1,970
$1,970

$1,940
$1,940

$1,774
$1,774

$1,778
$1,778

Gross Margin
Retail Water
16
Other Services & Fees
17 TOTAL GROSS MARGIN

$5,958
$873
$6,831

$6,549
$942
$7,491

$6,734
$947
$7,681

$8,044
$1,071
$9,115

$8,699 $9,420 $10,181 $10,994
$1,090 $1,110 $1,130 $1,150
$9,789 $10,529 $11,310 $12,144

$2,194
$900
$375
$2,676
$6,145

$2,368
$1,016
$226
$1,957
$5,567

$2,633
$1,174
$564
$2,110
$6,480

$2,989
$1,403
$507
$3,146
$8,045

$3,225
$1,310
$497
$3,469
$8,501

$2,417
($2,676)
($399)
$1,211
$6,697

$2,525
($1,957)
($282)
$1,230
$7,083

$2,643
($2,110)
($313)
$1,229
$7,930

$2,682 $2,725 $2,772 $2,822 $2,878
($3,146) ($3,469) ($2,677) ($4,672) ($3,557)
($305)
($254)
($256)
($245)
($258)
$1,449 $1,478 $1,508 $1,538 $1,569
$8,725 $8,980 $9,235 $9,380 $9,525

8

$9,818 $10,477 $11,184 $11,930 $12,728
$1,071 $1,090 $1,110 $1,130 $1,150
$10,889 $11,567 $12,294 $13,060 $13,878

11

$1,764
$1,764

$1,750
$1,750

$1,734
$1,734

Attachment: 2018 - 2022 Water Utility ProForma (8110 : 2018 Water Utility Budget Approval)

12

14
15

18
19
20
21
22
23

Controllable Costs
Salaries & Benefits
Other Operating Expenses
Major Maintenance
Non-Bonded Capital Projects
TOTAL CONTROLLABLE COSTS

Depreciation & Amortization
Less Non Bonded Projects (capitalized)
Less Total Internal Costs (capitalized)
26
27
Interutility Allocation
28 Total Operating Expenses
24
25

29 Net Operating Income (Loss)

$134

$408

31

Financing & Other Non-Operating Items:
Bond & Interest Related Expenses
32
Interest Income
Misc Non-Operating Income (Expense)
33
34 Total Financing & Non-Operating Items

$0
$53
($67)
($13)

$0
$63
($17)
$45

35 Income Before Transfers or Capital Contributions

$120

$3,358
$1,304
$549
$2,677
$7,888

$3,492
$1,332
$441
$4,672
$9,937

$3,638
$1,366
$333
$3,557
$8,893

($249)

$390

$809

$1,294

$1,930

$2,619

($0)
$85
$0
$85

$0
$13
$0
$13

$0
$12
$0
$12

$0
$12
$0
$12

$0
$14
$0
$14

$0
$17
$0
$17

$453

($165)

$403

$820

$1,306

$1,944

$2,635

($344)
$2,077
$742

($363)
$2,242
$513

($371)
$1,100
$0

($390)
$1,100
$0

($402)
$1,100
$0

($414)
$1,100
$0

($426)
$2,400
$0

($438)
$1,100
$0

$2,595

$2,845

$565

4,918

$ 5,705

30

36
37
38

Transfers (In Lieu of Taxes)
Capital Contributions
Cash Transfers from City

39 NET INCOME
40 TARGET NET INCOME
41 Excess (Deficit) from Target

42 1/01 Cash Balance

49

Change in Net Assets
Depreciation & Amortization
Capital Additions
Non-Cash Contributions
Debt Principal Payments
Debt Proceeds
Net Change in Other Assets/Liabilities

50

Net Changes in Cash

43
44
45
46
47
48

51 12/31 Cash Balance

52 Reserve Policy
53 Excess (Deficit) from Policy
54 Cash Balance as % of Reserve Policy

$

2,845
2,525
(2,238)
(2,242)
(103)

$
$
$

$1,112 $1,518 $1,992 $3,918
$ 3,192 $ 3,148 $ 3,097 $ 3,061
$ (2,080) $ (1,630) $ (1,105) $ 857

$3,297
$ 3,017
$ 280

$ 5,534

$ 6,069

$ 4,921

565
2,643
(2,423)
(1,100)
144

1,112
2,682
(3,451)
(1,100)
144

1,518
2,725
(3,723)
(1,100)
198

787

(171)

(613)

(382)

5,705
5,577
129

$ 5,534
$ 5,852
$ (318)
94.6%

$ 4,539
1,992
2,772
(2,933)
(1,100)
76
807

$ 5,346
3,918
2,822
(4,917)
(2,400)
1,300
723

3,297
2,878
(3,815)
(1,100)
1,261

$ 4,921 $ 4,539 $ 5,346 $ 6,069 $ 7,330
$ 6,063 $ 6,187 $ 6,481 $ 6,406 $ 6,565
$ (1,142) $ (1,648) $ (1,136) $ (337) $ 764
81.2%
73.4%
82.5%
94.7% 111.6%

Section 3 - Page 2
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ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
CAPITAL AND MAJOR MAINTENANCE PLAN
MATERIALS, SUPPLIES & SERVICES
PROJECT BREAKDOWN ON 5 YEAR SUMMARY

1
2
3
4

WATER UTILITY
CAPITAL
($000's)

5
6
7

2018

8

35
36

2021

2022

5-Yr Total

Core Services
Well & Booster Station Metering
Bulk Water Dispensing Station
Well House Manual Switchgear
Portable Backup Power Generator
Water Meter Test Bench
Portable Sand Blaster
Water Leak Correlator
Allocation - Water Distribution System Replacement

27
38
15
53
18
143

14
15
117
137

8
39
16
25
124

8
17
142

9
40
18
141

66
117
81
117
53
18
25
686

Replacement of Pumping Units

73

-

-

-

-

-

Well Motor Replacements

18

-

-

-

-

Installation of Variable Frequency Drive Units

25

-

-

-

-

Replacement of Booster Pumps

28

-

-

-

-

293
422
150
325
140
1,181

298
500
150
256
135
273
75
1,440

304
125
200
25
296
50
1,248

310
500
200
1,300
207
1,731

316
525
250
233
1,817

1,521
2,072
950
1,325
993
135
273
450
140
7,417

T&D City Projects

696

-

-

-

-

696

T&D Developer Projects
T&D RPU Projects

249
236

-

-

-

-

249
236

2,804

3,410

2,460

4,415

3,349

16,438

Allocation - Water Metering/AMR
New Wells
Water Utility Contingency Fund
New Marion L 1.0MG Reservoir
DMC Discovery Square Projects
DMC - 12th Ave SW from Center St W to 2nd St SW
DMC - 5th St SW from 2nd Ave SW to 9th Ave SW
Building Replacement - Well #26
DMC - 4th St SW from 1st Ave SW to 6th Ave SW
Allocation - Water Distribution System Expansion

Total Core Services

-

Power Resources

37

Allocation - RPU Water Facilities

38

Upgraded Hydro Vac Unit
Allocation - Fleet

39

2020

Attachment: Wtr-2018 Cpt Prjcts (8110 : 2018 Water Utility Budget Approval)

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

2019

40

42

44

46

48

220

222

-

-

-

-

222

80

17

173

211

160

641

342

59

217

257

208

1,083

40

Total Field Services

41

Total Outside Expenditures

3,146

3,469

2,677

4,672

3,557

17,521

42

Total Internal Expenditures

305

254

256

245

258

1,318

43

Total Contributed Assets

1,100

1,100

1,100

1,100

1,100

5,500

44

Total Capital Plan

4,551

4,823

4,033

6,017

4,915

24,339

45

Total Capital & Major Maintenance Plan

5,092

5,344

4,600

6,482

5,267

26,785

Section 4 - Page 3
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ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
CAPITAL AND MAJOR MAINTENANCE PLAN
MATERIALS, SUPPLIES & SERVICES
PROJECT BREAKDOWN ON 5 YEAR SUMMARY

1
2
3
4

WATER UTILITY
MAJOR MAINTENANCE
($000's)

6
7

2018

8
9 Core Services
Municipal Well Abandonment
10
Allocation - Water Distribution System Maintenance
11
Water Cost-of-Service/Rate Design Study
12
Operating Contingency Fund
13
14

Total Core Services

15 Compliance and Public Affairs
Old Municipal Wells Sealing Project
16
17

Total Compliance and Public Affairs

18 Power Resources
Allocation - RPU Water Facilities

19

2019

2020

2021

2022

5-Yr Total

Attachment: Wtr-2018 Mjr Mntc Prjcts (8110 : 2018 Water Utility Budget Approval)

5

37
235
35
70

45
250
70

400
75

250
40
75

175
80

82
1,310
75
370

377

365

475

365

255

1,837

60

60

-

-

-

120

60

60

-

-

-

120

70

72

74

76

78

370

20

Total Power Resources

70

72

74

76

78

370

21

Total Outside Expenditures

507

497

549

441

333

2,327

22

Total Internal Expenditures

34

23

18

24

19

119

23

Total Major Maintenance Plan

541

520

567

465

352

2,446

Section 4 - Page 2
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RESOLUTION

BE IT RESOLVED by the Public Utility Board of the City of Rochester, Minnesota, that the
Common Council of the said City is requested to approve the

2018 Water Utility Capital and Operating Budgets

Passed by the Public Utility Board of the City of Rochester, Minnesota, this 14th day of
November, 2017.

______________________________
President

______________________________
Secretary
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3.2

FOR BOARD ACTION
Agenda Item #

(ID # 8100)

Meeting Date: 11/14/2017

SUBJECT: 2018 Electric Utility Rate Adjustment

PREPARED BY: Peter Hogan

ITEM DESCRIPTION:
Rochester Home Rule Charter Chapter 15.05, Subd. 3 states, “The public utility board may
adopt, amend, and rescind such rules and regulations as it may deem necessary for the control,
management, and operation of the public utilities under its jurisdiction. The board shall, with the
concurrence of the common council, fix the rates to be charged for the availability and use of the
public utility commodities and services under its jurisdiction. Rates shall be reasonable and
compensatory so as to cover all of the costs of the respective public utility and shall be uniform
for all consumers within the same class, but different rates may be established for different
classifications by the board. Rates within the city corporate limits may be less but shall be no
greater than rates for the same classification outside the city limits.”
Based on the Charter, the RPU Board has further developed a policy for determining rates. The
main objective of the policy is, “to recover, through the application of rates and charges for utility
services, revenues which are sufficient to meet the financial obligations of each independent
utility enterprise. Further, the Board intends to apply rates and charges which are equitable
among customer or classes of customers based on the Utility Basis of (generally accepted
industry) rate-making principles.”
With this guidance, staff conducted a Cost of Service Study for the electric utility during 2017.
The study results were presented to the Board on July 25, 2017. On August 29, 2017, the
Board was presented with and gave preliminary consensus to a two-year rate track, which
included an overall general rate increase for 2018 of 1.5%, and 1.9% for 2019.
A notice of the proposed revenue adjustment was provided to the public via the newspaper of
record on Friday, September 8, 2017, and on the RPU web site. This topic was an agenda
item for all remaining Board meetings up to and including this meeting.
During the October 17, 2017 budget review by the Finance Committee, and October 24, 2017
full Board review of the 2018 budget for the electric utility, management recommended that the
Board approve a 1.5% overall general rate increase for 2018.
Management recommends that the Board approve, and recommend to the City Council, an
increase in the electric retail revenue rates of 1.5% overall for 2018. This would increase the
typical monthly residential bill by:
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FOR BOARD ACTION
Agenda Item #

(ID # 8100)

Meeting Date: 11/14/2017

Residential Average Monthly
Usage

Change in Monthly Bill

300 kWh

$1.13

600 kWh

$1.51

900 kWh

$1.90

UTILITY BOARD ACTION REQUESTED:
1. Approve and recommend to the Common Council an overall 1.5% electric revenue
increase for 2018, with changes to all customer classes effective on or about January
1, 2018;

2. Approve a resolution for the following existing and modified rate schedules to be
effective on or about January 1, 2018:
Residential Service (RES)
Residential Service-Dual Fuel (RES-DF)
Residential-High Efficiency HVAC (RESELGEO)
General Service (GS)
General Service-High Efficiency (GS-HEF)
General Service Time-Of-Use (GS-TOU)
Medium General Service (MGS)
Medium General Service-High Efficiency (MGS-HEF)
Medium General Service Time-Of-Use (MGS-TOU)
Unmetered Device (UMDR)
Public Car Charging(PCCR)
Large General Service (LGS)
Large Industrial Service (LIS)
Interruptible Service (INTR)
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FOR BOARD ACTION
Agenda Item #

(ID # 8100)

Meeting Date: 11/14/2017

Load Management Credits (LMC)
City Street Lighting (CSL)
Traffic Signals (TS)
Highway Lighting (HL)
Security Lighting (SL)
Civil Defense Sirens (CDS)
Clean Air Rider (CAR)
Power Cost Adjustment (PCA)
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2018 Rate Schedules
Attachment: 2018 Rates 01-01-2018 (8100 : 2018 Electric Utility Rate Adjustment)

3.2.a
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ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE RES
SHEET 1 OF 1
RESIDENTIAL SERVICE

APPLICATION:
To electric service required for residential purposes in individual private dwellings and in individually
metered apartments when such service is supplied at one point of delivery and measured through one
meter. Existing single metered, multi-unit dwellings having not in excess of three separate dwelling units
in the same structure may be served under this rate.
CHARACTER OF SERVICE:
Single phase, 60 Hertz, 120/240 volts alternating current.
RATE:
2017
Customer Charge:
$18.76
Non Summer Energy/kWh:
10.064¢
Summer Energy/ kWh :
12.083¢

Definition of Season:

2018
$19.50
10.193¢
12.212¢

Summer months are June through September. Non-summer months
are January through May and October through December.

POWER COST ADJUSTMENT:
Bills computed under this rate schedule are subject to adjustment in accordance with the Power Cost
Adjustment (PCA).
2017
2018
MINIMUM BILL per month:
$18.76
$19.50
PAYMENT:

Payments are due on or before the due date.

CONDITIONS OF DELIVERY:
1. Service furnished under this rate schedule is subject to applicable provisions of RPU's published
Electric Service Rules and Regulations.
2. RPU shall not be liable for any damage or loss sustained by customer resulting from interruptions,
deficiencies, or imperfections of service provided under this rate.
3. Energy furnished under this rate shall not be resold.

Approved by Rochester Public Utility Board:
Effective Date:

TBD
January 1, 2018
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AVAILABILITY:
At all locations where facilities of adequate capacity and suitable voltage are adjacent to the premises to
be served. Where service desired by the customer is not adjacent to the premises to be served, additional
contract arrangements may be required prior to service being furnished.

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE RES-DF
SHEET 1 OF 2

RESIDENTIAL SERVICE - DUAL FUEL

APPLICATION:
To electric heating service required for residential purposes in individual private buildings. Such
electric heating load shall be metered separately from the rest of the service.
CHARACTER OF SERVICE:
Single phase, 60 Hertz, 120/240 volts alternating current.
RATE:
Energy Charge/kWh:

2017
7.240¢

2018
7.513¢

POWER COST ADJUSTMENT:
Bills computed under this rate schedule are subject to adjustment in accordance with the Power Cost
Adjustment (PCA).
MINIMUM BILL:
Energy usage.
PAYMENT:
Payments are due on or before the due date.
CONDITIONS OF DELIVERY:
1. Service under this rate is only for electric heating. All other electrical loads shall be metered under the
RES residential service rate.
2. Customer must keep his or her alternate fuel source heating system in satisfactory operating condition.
3. RPU reserves the right to transfer RES-DF customers from the primary electric heat source to the
alternate fuel source at any such time that the electric heating load would add to RPU's monthly electric
peak.
4. Customers that remove existing dual fuel heating systems shall not be eligible for the RES-DF rate with
replacement heating systems.
5. Service furnished under this rate schedule is subject to applicable provisions of RPU's published
Electric Service Rules and Regulations.
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AVAILABILITY:
Available only to existing dual fuel customers transferred from People's Cooperative Power
Association's (PCPA) electrical system to RPU's system as part of RPU's electric service territory
acquisitions.

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE RES-DF
SHEET 2 OF 2

RESIDENTIAL SERVICE - DUAL FUEL (Cont.)
CONDITIONS OF DELIVERY: (cont.)
6. RPU shall not be liable for any damage or loss sustained by customer resulting from interruptions,
deficiencies, or imperfections of service provided under this rate.

Attachment: 2018 Rates 01-01-2018 (8100 : 2018 Electric Utility Rate Adjustment)

7. Energy furnished under this rate shall not be resold.

Approved by Rochester Public Utility Board:
Effective Date:

TBD
January 1, 2018
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3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE RESELGEO
SHEET 1 OF 2

RESIDENTIAL SERVICE – HIGH EFFICIENCY HVAC

1. Use either an air source or ground source heat pump system as the only source of heating and cooling
in their home.
2. Use an electric water heater (usually connected to a desuperheater on the heat pump) as their only
source of domestic water heating.
3. Receive prior approval of the equipment from RPU. Note that equipment must be rated by the AirConditioning, Heating, and Refrigeration Institute (AHRI)*, and at the time of installation, meet the
minimum efficiency requirements found on the Residential Electric Efficiency Rebate Application in
effect at the time. The current application is available at www.rpu.org.
*For air source and ground source heat pumps the efficiency ratings are determined using the AirConditioning, Heating, and Refrigeration Institute’s (AHRI) directory, which may be found at
www.ahridirectory.org.
APPLICATION: Electric service required for residential purposes in individual private dwellings
where service is supplied at one point of delivery and measured through one meter.
CHARACTER OF SERVICE:
Single phase, 60 hertz, 120/240 volts alternating current.
RATE:
Customer Charge

2017
$18.76

Energy Charge
Winter first 600kwh
Winter over 600kwh
Summer kwh

11.420¢
7.892¢
13.562¢

Definition of Season:

2018
$19.50

10.193¢
8.708¢
12.212¢

Summer months are June through September. Non-summer months are
January through May and October through December.
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AVAILABILITY:
To RPU residential customers that:

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE RESELGEO
SHEET 2 OF 2

RESIDENTIAL SERVICE – HIGH EFFICIENCY HVAC (Cont.)

POWER COST ADJUSTMENT:
Bills computed under this rate schedule are subject to adjustment in accordance with the Power Cost
Adjustment (PCA).

MINIMUM BILL per month:

2017
$18.76

2018
$19.50

PAYMENT:
Payments are due on or before the due date.
CONDITIONS OF DELIVERY:
1. Service under this rate is only for air-source or ground-source heat pump systems that meet the stated
efficiency requirements as explained in the Availability subhead of this rate schedule.
2. Service provided under this rate is subject to applicable provisions of RPU’s published Electric
Service Rules and Regulations.
3. Energy provided under this rate shall not be resold.
4. RPU shall not be liable for any damage or loss sustained by the customer resulting from
interruptions, deficiencies, or imperfections of service provided under this rate.

Approved by Rochester Public Utility Board:
Effective Date:

TBD
January 1, 2018
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MINIMUM BILL:

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE GS
SHEET 1 OF 2
GENERAL SERVICE

APPLICATION:
To commercial, industrial, governmental, and other types of general service customers with all service
taken at one point and measured through one meter. Also applicable to temporary service in accordance
with RPU's published Electric Service Rules and Regulations. Not applicable to standby service.
CHARACTER OF SERVICE:
Single or three phase, 60 Hertz, alternating current at any one of the standard secondary service
voltages as described in RPU's published Electric Service Rules and Regulations.
RATE:
Customer Charge:

2017
$38.75

2018
$40.00

Energy Charge:
Non-Summer Kwh
Summer Kwh

10.299¢
12.328¢

10.329¢
12.714¢

Definition of Season:

Summer months are June through September. Non-summer months
are January through May and October through December.

POWER COST ADJUSTMENT:
Bills computed under this rate schedule are subject to adjustment in accordance with the Power Cost
Adjustment (PCA).

MINIMUM BILL per month:

2017

2018

$38.75

$40.00

PAYMENT:
Payments are due on or before the due date.
CONDITIONS OF DELIVERY:
1. Service furnished under this rate schedule is subject to applicable provisions of RPU's published
Electric Service Rules and Regulations.
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AVAILABILITY:
At all locations for loads of less than 75 kW where facilities of adequate capacity and suitable voltage
are adjacent to the premises to be served. For loads where the service desired by the customer is not
adjacent to the premises to be served, additional contract arrangements may be required prior to service
being furnished.

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE GS
SHEET 2 OF 2

GENERAL SERVICE (Cont.)

2. Unless authorized by separate written agreement, standby electric generating equipment installed by the
customer shall not be interconnected, or operated in parallel, with the RPU system. Customer shall
own, install, operate, and maintain electrical interlocking equipment, which will prevent parallel
operation, and such equipment shall be approved by RPU prior to installation.
3. RPU shall not be liable for any damage or loss sustained by customer resulting from interruptions,
deficiencies, or imperfections of service provided under this rate.
4. Energy furnished under this rate shall not be resold.

Approved by Rochester Public Utility Board:
Effective Date:

TBD
January 1, 2018
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CONDITIONS OF DELIVERY (cont.):

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE GS-HEF
SHEET 1 OF 2

GENERAL SERVICE - HIGH EFFICIENCY HVAC

1. Use either an air source or ground source heat pump system as the only source of heating and cooling
in their facility.
2. Use an electric water heater (usually connected to a desuperheater on the heat pump) as the only
source of water heating.
3. Receive prior approval of the equipment from RPU. Note that equipment must be rated by the AirConditioning, Heating, and Refrigeration Institute (AHRI)* and at the time of installation, meet the
minimum efficiency requirements found on the Commercial Heat Pumps Rebate Application in effect
at the time. The current application is available at www.rpu.org.
4. Service under this rate must be separately metered from other facility loads.
*For air source and ground source heat pumps the efficiency ratings are determined using the AirConditioning, Heating and Refrigeration Institute’s (AHRI) directory, which may be found at
www.ahridirectory.org Note: Other all-electric HVAC systems may be considered for this rate if they
meet the stated efficiency standards. To have a system considered, customers must submit an
engineering analysis documenting the efficiency of the system.
APPLICATION:
To commercial, industrial, governmental, and other types of General Service customers reconfiguring
their current electric service, or adding a new service, to separately meter their high efficiency HVAC
equipment. Not applicable to standby service.
CHARACTER OF SERVICE:
Single or three phase, 60 Hertz, alternating current at any one of the standard secondary service
voltages as described in RPU's published Electric Service Rules and Regulations.
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AVAILABILITY:
At all locations for loads of less than 75 kW where facilities of adequate capacity and suitable voltage
are adjacent to the premises to be served and to customers who:

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE GS-HEF
SHEET 2 OF 2

GENERAL SERVICE - HIGH EFFICIENCY HVAC (Cont.)

Customer Charge:

2017
$38.75

2018
$40.00

Energy Charge:
Non Summer / kwh
Summer / kwh

9.279¢
12.328¢

8.955¢
12.714¢

Definition of Season:

Summer months are June through September. Non-summer months are January
through May and October through December.

POWER COST ADJUSTMENT:
Bills computed under this rate schedule are subject to adjustment in accordance with the Power Cost
Adjustment (PCA).

MINIMUM BILL per month:

2017
$38.75

2018
$40.00

PAYMENT:
Payments are due on or before the due date.
CONDITIONS OF DELIVERY:
1. Service under this rate is only for air source or ground source heat pumps and any other all-electric
systems that meet the stated efficiency requirements as explained in the Availability subhead of this
rate schedule.
2. Service under this rate must be separately metered from other facility loads.
3. Since the HVAC system must be separately metered for this rate, the customer is responsible for any
rewiring and its associated costs.
4. Service provided under this rate is subject to applicable provisions of RPU’s published Electric
Service Rules and Regulations.
5. Energy provided under this rate shall not be resold.
6. RPU shall not be liable for any damage or loss sustained by the customer resulting from
interruptions, deficiencies, or imperfections of service provided under this rate.
7. Unless authorized by separate written agreement, standby electric generating equipment installed by
the customer shall not be interconnected, or operated in parallel, with the RPU system. Customer
shall own, install, operate, and maintain electrical interlocking equipment, which will prevent
parallel operation, and such equipment shall be approved by RPU prior to installation.

Approved by Rochester Public Utility Board:
Effective Date:

TBD
January 1, 2018
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RATE:

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE GS-TOU
SHEET 1 OF 2

GENERAL SERVICE - TIME-OF-USE

APPLICATION:
To commercial, industrial, governmental, and other types of general service customers with all service
taken at one point and measured through one meter. All electrical requirements at one location shall be
taken under this rate schedule. Not applicable to temporary or standby service.
CHARACTER OF SERVICE:
Single or three phase, 60 Hertz, alternating current at any one of the standard secondary service
voltages as described in RPU's published Electric Service Rules and Regulations.
RATE:
Customer Charge:
Energy Charge:
Non-Summer Energy
On-peak Energy / Kwh:
Off-peak Energy /Kwh
Summer Energy:
On-peak Energy / Kwh:
Off-peak Energy /Kwh:

2017
$38.75

2018
$40.00

17.595¢
5.822¢

17.732¢
5.964¢

22.036¢
6.190¢

22.178¢
6.332¢

Definition of Season:

Summer months are June through September. Non-summer months
are January through May and October through December.

Definition of Season:

Summer months are June through September. Non-summer months
are January through May and October through December.

Definition of On-Peak Energy:

All energy used by the customer between the hours of 10:00 a.m. and
10:00 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Definition of Off-Peak Energy:

All energy used by the customer that is not on-peak energy.

*Customer Charge:

Customer charge per month plus any additional meter charge for costs
above RPU's standard GS meter costs.

POWER COST ADJUSTMENT:
Bills computed under this rate schedule are subject to adjustment in accordance with the Power Cost
Adjustment (PCA).
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AVAILABILITY:
At all locations for loads of less than 75 kW where facilities of adequate capacity and suitable voltage
are adjacent to the premises to be served. For loads where the service desired by the customer is not
adjacent to the premises to be served, additional contract arrangements may be required prior to service
being furnished. RPU reserves the right to limit both the number of customers and the amount of load
taken under this rate schedule.

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE GS-TOU
SHEET 2 OF 2

GENERAL SERVICE - TIME-OF-USE (Cont.)
MINIMUM BILL:
Customer charge per month.

CONDITIONS OF DELIVERY:
1. Service under this rate will be made available at the option of the general service customer, subject to
the availability of the necessary TOU metering equipment.
2. Customers converting to the GS-TOU rate from the GS rate shall make a one-time payment to RPU for
any conversion cost above the normal cost to install GS-TOU metering.
3. A customer may switch back to the GS rate providing the customer gives RPU at least 60 days notice
and agrees to pay any metering conversion costs.
4. Service furnished under this rate schedule is subject to applicable provisions of RPU's published
Electric Service Rules and Regulations.
5. Unless authorized by separate written agreement, standby electric generating equipment installed by the
customer shall not be interconnected, or operated in parallel, with the RPU system. Customer shall
own, install, operate, and maintain electrical interlocking equipment, which will prevent parallel
operation, and such equipment shall be approved by RPU prior to installation.
6. RPU shall not be liable for any damage or loss sustained by customer resulting from interruptions,
deficiencies, or imperfections of service provided under this rate.
7. Energy furnished under this rate shall not be resold.

Approved by Rochester Public Utility Board:
Effective Date:

TBD
January 1, 2018
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PAYMENT:
Payments are due on or before the due date.

3.2.a

AVAILABILITY:
At all locations for loads where the demand is at least 75 kW or more for three or more billing
periods in a given calendar year, but less than 1,000 kW, and where facilities of adequate capacity and
suitable voltage are adjacent to the premises to be served. For loads where the service desired by the
customer is not adjacent to the premises to be served, additional contract arrangements may be required
prior to service being furnished. Customers with minimum loads of at least 50kW for three or more
billing periods in a given calendar year but less than 75 kW can choose to be classified as Medium
General Service (MGS) and be billed under the MGS rate schedule below. The choice, once elected, is
irrevocable for 12 billing periods, and remain in force unless revoked in writing by the customer.
APPLICATION:
To commercial, industrial, and governmental customers with all service taken at one point and
measured through one meter. Also applicable to temporary service in accordance with RPU's published
Electric Service Rules and Regulations. Not applicable to standby service.
CHARACTER OF SERVICE:
Single or three phase, 60 Hertz, alternating current at any one of the standard secondary service
voltages as described in RPU's published Electric Service Rules and Regulations.
RATE:
Demand Charge:
Non-Summer /KW
Summer /KW
Energy Charge:
Non-Summer Kwh
Summer Kwh

2017

2018

$15.830
$20.060

$16.830
$22.060

6.098¢
6.098¢

5.870¢
5.870¢

Definition of Season: Summer months are June through September. Non-summer months are January
through May and October through December.
POWER COST ADJUSTMENT:
Bills computed under this rate schedule are subject to adjustment in accordance with the Power Cost
Adjustment (PCA).
POWER FACTOR ADJUSTMENT:
The customer agrees to maintain an average power factor of 0.95 or greater for the billing period and to
prevent a leading power factor. If the customer's average power factor is less than 0.95 for the billing
period, the billing demand will be determined by multiplying the measured demand by 0.95 and dividing
the results by the customer's average power factor. The average power factor is defined to be the quotient
obtained by dividing the kWh used during the month by the square root of the sum of the squares of the
kWh used and the lagging reactive kilovoltampere-hours supplied during the same period. The customer's
average power factor will be determined by means of permanently installed meters.
PRIMARY METER DISCOUNT:
Customers approved for metering at 13.8 kV will receive a discount of 1.25% on base rate charges for
measured demand and energy.
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ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
RATE SCHEDULE MGS
(RPU)
SHEET 1 OF 2
MEDIUM GENERAL SERVICE

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE MGS
SHEET 2 OF 2

MEDIUM GENERAL SERVICE (Cont.)

Credit per KW

2017

2018

$0.35

$0.35

DETERMINATION OF DEMAND:
Measured demand is defined as the maximum rate at which energy is used for any period of fifteen
consecutive minutes during the billing period. The billing demand shall be the greater of the measured
demand for the billing period adjusted for power factor, or 50% of the maximum measured demand for the
most current June-September billing periods adjusted for power factor. Billing periods may not coincide
with calendar months.
MINIMUM BILL:
The minimum bill shall not be less than the billing demand, as provided above, whether or not energy is
used.
PAYMENT:
Payments are due on or before the due date.
CONDITIONS OF DELIVERY:
1. Service furnished under this rate schedule is subject to applicable provisions of RPU's published
Electric Service Rules and Regulations.
2. Unless authorized by separate written agreement, standby electric generating equipment installed by the
customer shall not be interconnected or operated in parallel with the RPU system. Customer shall own,
install, operate, and maintain electrical interlocking equipment, which will prevent parallel operation,
and such equipment shall be approved by RPU prior to installation.
3. RPU shall not be liable for any damage or loss sustained by customer resulting from interruptions,
deficiencies, or imperfections of service provided under this rate.
4. Energy furnished under this rate shall not be resold.

Approved by Rochester Public Utility Board:
Effective Date:

TBD
January 1, 2018
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TRANSFORMER OWNERSHIP CREDIT:
Customers owning transformers will receive a credit on each month's measured demand.

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE MGS-HEF
SHEET 1 OF 3

MEDIUM GENERAL SERVICE - HIGH EFFICIENCY HVAC

1. Use either an air source or ground source heat pump as the only source of heating and cooling in
their facility.
2. Use an electric water heater (usually connected to a desuperheater on the heat pump) as the only
source of water heating.
3. Receive prior approval of the equipment from RPU. Note that equipment must be rated by the AirConditioning, Heating, and Refrigeration Institute (AHRI)* and at the time of installation, meet the
minimum efficiency requirements found on the Commercial Heat Pumps Rebate Application in effect
at the time. The current application is available at www.rpu.org.
4. Service under this rate must be separately metered from other facility loads.
*For air source and ground source heat pumps the efficiency ratings are determined using the AirConditioning, Heating and Refrigeration Institute’s (AHRI) directory, which may be found at
www.ahridirectory.org.
Note: Other all-electric HVAC systems may be considered for this rate if they meet the stated efficiency
standards. To have a system considered, customers must submit an engineering analysis documenting
the efficiency of the system.
APPLICATION:
To commercial, industrial, governmental, and other types of Medium General Service customers
reconfiguring their current electric service, or adding a new service, to separately meter their high
efficiency HVAC equipment. Not applicable to standby service.
CHARACTER OF SERVICE:
Single or three phase 60 Hertz, alternating current at any one of the standard secondary service voltages
as described in RPU's published Electric Service Rules and Regulations.
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AVAILABILITY:
At all locations for loads where the demand is at least 75 kW or more for three or more billing periods
in a given calendar year, but less than 1,000 kW, and where facilities of adequate capacity and suitable
voltage are adjacent to the premises to be served, and to customers who:

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE MGS-HEF
SHEET 2 OF 3

RATE:
Demand Charge per KW:
Non-Summer
Summer
Energy Charge per Kwh:
Non-Summer
Summer
Definition of Season:

2017

2018

$13.610
$20.640

$15.000
$20.640

5.098¢
6.006¢

4.888¢
5.985¢

Summer months are June through September. Non-summer months
are January through May and October through December.

POWER COST ADJUSTMENT:
Bills computed under this rate schedule are subject to adjustment in accordance with the Power Cost
Adjustment (PCA).
POWER FACTOR ADJUSTMENT:
The customer agrees to maintain an average power factor of 0.95 or greater for the billing period and to
prevent a leading power factor. If the customer's average power factor is less than 0.95 for the billing
period, the billing demand will be determined by multiplying the measured demand by 0.95 and dividing
the results by the customer's average power factor. The average power factor is defined to be the quotient
obtained by dividing the kWh used during the month by the square root of the sum of the squares of the
kWh used and the lagging reactive kilovoltampere-hours supplied during the same period. The customer's
average power factor will be determined by means of permanently installed meters.
PRIMARY METER DISCOUNT:
Customers approved for metering at 13.8 kV will receive a discount of 1.25% on base rate charges for
measured demand and energy.
TRANSFORMER OWNERSHIP CREDIT:
Customers owning transformers will receive a credit on each month's measured demand.
2017
2018
Credit per KW
$0.35
$0.35
DETERMINATION OF DEMAND:
Measured demand is defined as the maximum rate at which energy is used for any period of fifteen
consecutive minutes during the billing period. The billing demand shall be the greater of the measured
demand for the billing period adjusted for power factor, or 50% of the maximum measured demand for the
most current June-September billing periods adjusted for power factor (referred to as ratchet). Billing
periods may not coincide with calendar months.
For an existing facility reconfiguring its current electric service to come under this rate by separately
metering its high efficiency HVAC equipment, the ratchet will be removed from the current electric
service. The ratchet will be effective beginning in October following the first separately metered high
efficiency HVAC service during one of the summer billing periods, June-September.
At that time the ratchet will be reapplied to the current electric service and will be applied for the first
time to the high-efficiency HVAC service.
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MEDIUM GENERAL SERVICE - HIGH EFFICIENCY HVAC (Cont.)

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE MGS-HEF
SHEET 3 OF 3

MEDIUM GENERAL SERVICE - HIGH EFFICIENCY HVAC (Cont.)
MINIMUM BILL:
The minimum bill shall not be less than the billing demand, as provided above, whether or not energy is
used.

CONDITIONS OF DELIVERY:
1. Service under this rate is only for air source or ground source heat pumps and any other all-electric
HVAC systems that meet the stated efficiency requirements as explained in the Availability subhead
of this rate schedule.
2. Service under this rate must be separately metered from other facility loads.
3. Since the HVAC system must be separately metered for this rate, the customer is responsible for any
rewiring and its associated costs.
4. Service provided under this rate is subject to applicable provisions of RPU’s published Electric
Service Rules and Regulations.
5. Energy provided under this rate shall not be resold.
6. RPU shall not be liable for any damage or loss sustained by the customer resulting from
interruptions, deficiencies, or imperfections of service provided under this rate.
7. Unless authorized by separate written agreement, standby electric generating equipment installed by
the customer shall not be interconnected, or operated in parallel, with the RPU system. Customer
shall own, install, operate, and maintain electrical interlocking equipment, which will prevent
parallel operation, and such equipment shall be approved by RPU prior to installation.

Approved by Rochester Public Utility Board:
Effective Date:

TBD
January 1, 2018
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PAYMENT:
Payments are due on or before the due date.

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE MGS-TOU
SHEET 1 OF 3

MEDIUM GENERAL SERVICE - TIME-OF-USE

APPLICATION:
To commercial, industrial, and governmental customers with all service taken at one point and
measured through one meter. All electrical requirements at one location shall be taken under this rate
schedule. Not applicable to temporary or standby service.
CHARACTER OF SERVICE:
Single or three phase, 60 Hertz, alternating current at any one of the standard secondary service
voltages as described in RPU's published Electric Service Rules and Regulations.
RATE:
Meter Charge:

Any additional meter charge for costs above RPU's standard MGS
meter costs.
2017
2018

Non-Summer
On-peak Demand / KW:
Off-peak Demand/ KW:
Energy Charge / Kwh:

$15.830
$1.933
6.098¢

$16.830
$1.933
5.870¢

Summer
On-peak Demand / KW:
Off-peak Demand / KW:
Energy Charge / Kwh:

$20.060
$1.933
6.098¢

$22.060
$1.933
5.870¢

Definition of Season:

Summer months are June through September. Non-summer months
are January through May and October through December.

Definition of On-Peak Demand: The maximum kW used by the customer in any fifteen-minute period
between the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m. Monday through
Friday.
Definition of Off-Peak Demand: The maximum kW used by the customer in any fifteen-minute period
during the off-peak period.
POWER COST ADJUSTMENT:
Bills computed under this rate schedule are subject to adjustment in accordance with the Power Cost
Adjustment (PCA).
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AVAILABILITY:
At all locations for loads where the demand is at least 75 kW or more for three or more billing periods
in a given calendar year, but less than 1,000 kW, and where facilities of adequate capacity and suitable
voltage are adjacent to the premises to be served. For loads where the service desired by the customer is
not adjacent to the premises to be served, additional contract arrangements may be required prior to service
being furnished. RPU reserves the right to limit both the number of customers and the amount of load
taken under this rate schedule.

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE MGS-TOU
SHEET 2 OF 3

POWER FACTOR ADJUSTMENT:
The customer agrees to maintain an average power factor of 0.95 or greater for the billing period and to
prevent a leading power factor. If the customer's average power factor is less than 0.95 for the billing
period, the billing demand will be determined by multiplying the measured demand by 0.95 and dividing
the results by the customer's average power factor. The average power factor is defined to be the quotient
obtained by dividing the kWh used during the month by the square root of the sum of the squares of the
kWh used and the lagging reactive kilovoltampere-hours supplied during the same period. The customer's
average power factor will be determined by means of permanently installed meters.
PRIMARY METER DISCOUNT:
Customers approved for metering at 13.8 kV will receive a discount of 1.25% on base rate charges for
measured demand and energy.
TRANSFORMER OWNERSHIP CREDIT:
Customers owning transformers will receive a credit on each month's measured demand.

Credit per KW

2017
$0.35

2018
$0.35

DETERMINATION OF DEMAND:
Measured demand is defined as the maximum rate at which energy is used for any period of fifteen
consecutive minutes during the billing period.
BILLING DEMAND:
The on-peak billing demand shall be the greater of the measured on-peak demand for the billing period
adjusted for power factor, or 50% of the maximum measured on-peak demand for the most current JuneSeptember billing periods adjusted for power factor. Billing periods may not coincide with calendar
months.
The off-peak billing demand shall be the measured off-peak demand for the billing period adjusted for
power factor less the on-peak billing demand for the billing period.
The total billing demand shall be the sum of the on-peak billing demand and the off-peak billing
demand.
MINIMUM BILL:
The minimum bill shall not be less than the billing demand, as provided above, whether or not energy is
used plus any meter charge.
PAYMENT:
Payments are due on or before the due date.
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MEDIUM GENERAL SERVICE - TIME-OF-USE (Cont.)

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE MGS-TOU
SHEET 3 OF 3

CONDITIONS OF DELIVERY:
1. Service under this rate will be made available at the option of the medium general service customer,
subject to the availability of the necessary TOU metering equipment.
2. Customers converting to the MGS-TOU rate from the MGS rate shall make a one-time payment to
RPU for any conversion cost above the normal cost to install MGS-TOU metering.
3. A customer may switch back to the MGS rate providing the customer gives RPU at least 60 days notice
and agrees to pay any metering conversion costs.
4. Service furnished under this rate schedule is subject to applicable provisions of RPU's published
Electric Service Rules and Regulations.
5. Unless authorized by separate written agreement, standby electric generating equipment installed by the
customer shall not be interconnected or operated in parallel with the RPU system. Customer shall own,
install, operate, and maintain electrical interlocking equipment, which will prevent parallel operation,
and such equipment shall be approved by RPU prior to installation.
6. RPU shall not be liable for any damage or loss sustained by customer resulting from interruptions,
deficiencies, or imperfections of service provided under this rate.
7. Energy furnished under this rate shall not be resold.

Approved by Rochester Public Utility Board:
Effective Date:

TBD
January 1, 2018
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MEDIUM GENERAL SERVICE - TIME-OF-USE (Cont.)

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE LGS
SHEET 1 OF 2

LARGE GENERAL SERVICE

APPLICATION:
To commercial, industrial, and governmental customers with all service taken at one point and
measured through one meter. Also applicable to temporary service in accordance with RPU's published
Electric Service Rules and Regulations. Not applicable to standby service.
CHARACTER OF SERVICE:
Three phase, 60 Hertz, alternating current at any one of the standard secondary service voltages as
described in RPU's published Electric Service Rules and Regulations.
RATE:
Demand Charge / KW:
Energy Charge / KW :

2017
$18.100
6.057¢

2018
$19.000
5.959¢

POWER COST ADJUSTMENT:
Bills computed under this rate schedule are subject to adjustment in accordance with the Power Cost
Adjustment (PCA).
POWER FACTOR ADJUSTMENT:
The customer agrees to maintain an average power factor of 0.95 or greater for the billing period and to
prevent a leading power factor. If the customer's average power factor is less than 0.95 for the billing
period, the billing demand will be determined by multiplying the measured demand by 0.95 and dividing
the results by the customer's average power factor. The average power factor is defined to be the quotient
obtained by dividing the kWh used during the month by the square root of the sum of the squares of the
kWh used and the lagging reactive kilovoltampere-hours supplied during the same period. The customer's
average power factor will be determined by means of permanently installed meters.
PRIMARY METER DISCOUNT:
Customers approved for metering at 13.8 kV will receive a discount of 1.25% on base rate charges for
measured demand and energy.
TRANSFORMER OWNERSHIP CREDIT:
Customers owning transformers will receive a credit on each month's measured demand.
2017
2018
Credit per KW
$0.35
$0.35
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AVAILABILITY:
At all locations for loads where the measured demand is at least 1,000 kW or more for three or more
billing periods in a given calendar year, but less than 10,000 kW, and where facilities of adequate capacity
and suitable voltage are adjacent to the premises to be served. For loads where the service desired by the
customer is not adjacent to the premises to be served, additional contract arrangements may be required
prior to service being furnished.

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE LGS
SHEET 2 OF 2

LARGE GENERAL SERVICE (Cont.)

MINIMUM BILL:
The minimum bill shall not be less than the billing demand, as provided above, whether or not energy is
used.
PAYMENT:
Payments are due on or before the due date.
CONDITIONS OF DELIVERY:
1. Service furnished under this rate schedule is subject to applicable provisions of RPU's published
Electric Service Rules and Regulations.
2. Unless authorized by separate written agreement, standby electric generating equipment installed by the
customer shall not be interconnected or operated in parallel with the RPU system. Customer shall own,
install, operate, and maintain electrical interlocking equipment, which will prevent parallel operation,
and such equipment shall be approved by RPU prior to installation.
3. RPU shall not be liable for any damage or loss sustained by customer resulting from interruptions,
deficiencies, or imperfections of service provided under this rate.
4. Energy furnished under this rate shall not be resold.
5. A separate electric service agreement may be required for service under this rate schedule.

Approved by Rochester Public Utility Board:
Effective Date:

TBD
January 1, 2018
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DETERMINATION OF DEMAND:
Measured demand is defined as the maximum rate at which energy is used for any period of fifteen
consecutive minutes during the billing period. The billing demand shall be the greater of the measured
demand for the billing period adjusted for power factor, or 50% of the maximum measured demand for the
most current June-September billing periods adjusted for power factor. Billing periods may not coincide
with calendar months.

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE LIS
SHEET 1 OF 2

LARGE INDUSTRIAL SERVICE

APPLICATION:
To industrial customers with all service taken at one point and measured through one meter or meter
totalizer. Not applicable to stand-by service.
CHARACTER OF SERVICE:
Three phase, 60 Hertz alternating current at 13,800 GRDY/7970 volts.
RATE:
Demand Charge / KW:
Energy Charge / KW :

2017
$18.860
5.618¢

2018
$19.500
5.216¢

POWER COST ADJUSTMENT:
Bills computed under this rate schedule are subject to adjustment in accordance with the Power Cost
Adjustment (PCA).
POWER FACTOR ADJUSTMENT:
The customer agrees to maintain an average power factor of 0.95 or greater for the billing period and to
prevent a leading power factor. If the customer's average power factor is less than 0.95 for the billing
period, the billing demand will be determined by multiplying the measured demand by 0.95 and dividing
the results by the customer's average power factor. The average power factor is defined to be the quotient
obtained by dividing the kWh used during the month by the square root of the sum of the squares of the
kWh used and the lagging reactive kilovoltampere-hours supplied during the same period. The customer's
average power factor will be determined by means of permanently installed meters.
DETERMINATION OF DEMAND:
Measured demand is defined as the maximum rate at which energy is used for any period of fifteen
consecutive minutes during the billing period. The billing demand shall be the greater of the measured
demand for the billing period adjusted for power factor, or 50% of the maximum measured demand for the
most current June-September billing periods adjusted for power factor. Billing periods may not coincide
with calendar months.
MINIMUM BILL:
The minimum bill shall not be less than the billing demand, as provided above, whether or not energy is
used.
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AVAILABILITY:
At all locations for loads with measured demands in excess of 10,000 kW for three or more billing
periods in a given calendar year, and where facilities of adequate capacity and voltage are adjacent to the
premises to be served. For loads where the service desired by the customer is not adjacent to the premises
to be served, contract arrangements may be required prior to service being furnished.

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE LIS
SHEET 2 OF 2

LARGE INDUSTRIAL SERVICE (Cont.)

CONDITIONS OF DELIVERY:
1. Service furnished under this rate schedule is subject to applicable provisions of RPU's published
Electric Service Rules and Regulations.
2. Unless authorized by separate written agreement, stand-by electric generating equipment installed by
the customer shall not be interconnected or operated in parallel with the RPU system: Customer shall
own, install, operate, and maintain electrical interlocking equipment which will prevent parallel
operation, and such equipment shall be approved by RPU prior to installation.
3. RPU shall not be liable for any damage or loss sustained by customer resulting from interruptions,
deficiencies or imperfections of service provided under this rate.
4. Energy furnished under this rate shall not be resold.
5. Customer agrees to manage its utilization equipment so as not to unbalance the current per phase by
more than 10%.
6. RPU may require a separate electric service agreement for service under this rate schedule.

Approved by Rochester Public Utility Board:
Effective Date:

TBD
January 1, 2018
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PAYMENT:
Payments are due on or before the due date.

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE INTR
SHEET 1 OF 4

INTERRUPTIBLE SERVICE

APPLICATION:
To commercial, industrial, and governmental customers contracting for electrical service for a period of
one (1) year or more and having an interruptible load with a measured demand of 100 kW or more.
The INTR interruptible rate schedule is used in conjunction with the MGS, LGS, and LIS firm power
rate schedules. To qualify for the INTR rate schedule, customers must have a minimum of 100 kW of
interruptible demand. RPU reserves the right to limit the amount of interruptible load, which may be
nominated.
Customers who qualify for the INTR rate shall either nominate an interruptible demand amount or a
firm demand amount. Customers nominating an interruptible demand amount shall be required to interrupt
at least the amount nominated, or their total load if their total load is less than the amount nominated.
Customers nominating a firm demand amount shall be required to interrupt an amount sufficient to bring
their load to or below the firm demand nominated. In no case shall the INTR rate be made available to
customers with less than 100 kW of interruptible load.
All interruptible loads recognized under the INTR rate schedule shall be electrical loads that are
coincident with RPU's system peak. Customers' electrical loads occurring outside this peak period shall not
qualify for the INTR rate schedule. Any generation equipment used by the customer to qualify for the
INTR rate shall be located at the site of the interruptible load such that RPU does not have to use its
electrical facilities to transmit power for the customer.
CHARACTER OF SERVICE:
Three phase, 60 Hertz, alternating current at one of the standard secondary service voltages as described
in RPU's published Electric Service Rules and Regulations. Service is subject to interruption at the sole
discretion of RPU at any time during the year. There will be no more than 175 hours or 35 interruptions
per year.
RATE:
MGS, LGS, and LIS customers are billed for interruptible power at the following rates:
Demand Charge per kW:
2017
2018
MGS
$8.95
$10.95
LGS
$9.74
$10.64
LIS
$10.08
$10.72
The Energy Charge per kWh shall be equal to the appropriate customer class energy rate defined in the
rate tariffs for the MGS, LGS, and LIS customer classes.
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AVAILABILITY:
At all locations for customers who qualify and where facilities of adequate capacity and suitable voltage
are adjacent to the premises to be served. Additional contractual arrangements may be required prior to
service being furnished. RPU reserves the right to limit the amount of interruptible load taken by a
customer and the total amount of interruptible load on the RPU system.

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE INTR
SHEET 2 OF 4

POWER FACTOR ADJUSTMENT:
The customer agrees to maintain an average power factor of 0.95 or greater for the billing period and to
prevent a leading power factor. If the customer's average power factor is less than 0.95 for the billing
period, the billing demand will be determined by multiplying the measured demand by 0.95 and dividing
the results by the customer's average power factor. The average power factor is defined to be the quotient
obtained by dividing the kWh used during the month by the square root of the sum of the squares of the
kWh used and the lagging reactive kilovoltampere-hours supplied during the same period. The customer's
average power factor will be determined by means of permanently installed meters.
PRIMARY METER DISCOUNT:
Customers approved for metering at 13.8 kV will receive a discount of 1.25% on base rate charges for
measured demand and energy.
TRANSFORMER OWNERSHIP CREDIT:
Customers owning transformers will receive a credit on each month's measured demand.
2017
2018
Credit per KW
$0.35
$0.35
SURCHARGE:
Customers whose service is taken outside the Rochester City limits are subject to a 10% surcharge on
their bills (excluding charges computed under the Power Cost Adjustment).
PENALTY:
Unauthorized use of electricity during a peak period of service interruption ordered by RPU will require
the customer to pay a penalty (in addition to standard charges) which is reflective of the uninterrupted
load's cost impact on RPU's wholesale power cost from SMMPA over the ensuing 12 months:
A. No impact - No penalty
B. Occurs on monthly peak - Uninterrupted kW contribution to RPU's peak is billed at
SMMPA rate.
C. Occurs on annual peak (as determined by analysis from October 1 analysis of summer
demands) - Uninterrupted kW contribution to RPU's annual peak is additionally penalized at
two times SMMPA rate and added to participants October billing.
Exception for first-time participants in an RPU peak reduction rate who have interruptible nominations
of less than 500KW: The penalty for failure to interrupt will be waived during the initial 24 months.
DETERMINATION OF DEMAND:
Measured demand is defined as the maximum rate at which energy is used for any period of fifteen (15)
consecutive minutes during the billing period.
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INTERRUPTIBLE SERVICE (Cont.)
POWER COST ADJUSTMENT:
Bills computed under this rate schedule are subject to adjustment in accordance with the Power Cost
Adjustment (PCA).

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE INTR
SHEET 3 OF 4

BILLING DEMAND:
Customers nominating an amount of interruptible demand are required to interrupt at least their
nominated interruptible demand. Customers may interrupt demand greater than their nominated
interruptible demand. The billed interruptible demand for the month shall be the hourly integrated demand
interrupted during the peak period of a service interruption requested by RPU. This interruptible demand
will be billed at the appropriate interruptible rate for that month. Where no RPU requested interruption
occurs during the month, all demand above the nominated interruptible demand shall be billed at the firm
demand rate under the appropriate MGS, LGS, or LIS firm rate schedule.
Customers nominating an amount of firm demand are required to interrupt all demand over their firm
service level.
Customers may interrupt demand below the firm service level. When peak metered demand for the
billing period is equal to or greater than the firm service level, the Firm Billing Demand shall be equal to
the actual metered demand during the RPU-requested service interruption concurrent with the system peak
for the billing period When peak metered demand for the billing period is less than the firm service level,
the Firm Billing Demand will be the greater of either the peak metered demand for the billing period minus
the actual demand reduction during the RPU-requested service interruption concurrent with the RPU
system peak for the billing period, or 50% of the Firm Demand Nomination for the most current JuneSeptember months minus the actual demand reduction during the RPU-requested service interruption
concurrent with the RPU system peak for the billing period. All demand above the firm service level for the
month shall be billed at the appropriate interruptible rate. Where no RPU requested interruption occurs
during the month, all demand up to the firm demand nomination shall be billed at the appropriate firm
demand rate.
Both firm and interruptible billing demands shall be adjusted for power factor.
There is no ratchet provision for interruptible demand.
MINIMUM BILL:
The minimum bill shall not be less than the adjusted billing demand, as provided above, whether or not
energy is used.
PAYMENT:
Payments are due on or before the due date.
CONDITIONS OF DELIVERY:
1. Service furnished under this rate schedule is subject to applicable provisions of RPU's published
Electric Service Rules and Regulations.
2. The Customer shall install, own, operate, and maintain the equipment necessary to interrupt its load.
3. In certain cases, the interruptible portion of the customer's load may have to be metered separately.
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INTERRUPTIBLE SERVICE (Cont.)

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE INTR
SHEET 4 OF 4

4. The Customer shall pay in advance of construction, all costs estimated by RPU for facilities located
on Customer's premises which are necessary to serve the interruptible portion of the Customer's load
and which duplicate other RPU facilities which are utilized to deliver electric service under other
schedules. This includes any special metering needed for RPU to administer the INTR rate. Upon
completion of the installation of such facilities by RPU, the actual cost of such facilities shall be
charged to the Customer with the Customer's advance payment being applied as credit to such actual
costs. The cost of major renewal and replacement of RPU-owned electric facilities located on the
Customer's premises which are utilized for interruptible service and which duplicate other RPU
facilities, shall be borne by the Customer.
5. When notified by RPU, the Customer shall remove the interruptible portion of its load from RPU's
system in two (2) hours or less.
6. Upon one year's notice to the Customer, RPU may modify the hours and frequency of interruption
specified herein to reflect changes in RPU's electric system load characteristics.
7. Interruptions of service caused by fire, accident, explosion, flood, strike, acts of God, or causes other
than intentional interruptions ordered by RPU shall not be considered in determining the hours or
frequency of interruption specified herein.
8. RPU, at its sole discretion, may immediately terminate service under this rate schedule upon the
repeated unauthorized use of electricity by the customer during periods of interruption ordered by RPU.
9. Interruptible service shall not be used as standby for any other forms of energy or fuel.
10. Unless authorized by separate written agreement, standby electric generating equipment installed by the
Customer shall not be interconnected or operated in parallel with the RPU system. Customer shall
own, install, operate, and maintain electrical interlocking equipment, which will prevent parallel
operation, and such equipment shall be approved by RPU prior to installation. RPU shall have the right
to inspect the Customer's interrupting facilities as often as deemed prudent by RPU to verify their
operating condition and proper interconnection.
11. RPU shall not be liable for any damage or loss sustained by Customer resulting from interruptions,
deficiencies or imperfections of service provided under this rate.
12. Energy furnished under this rate shall not be resold.
13. Customers shall provide RPU with sufficient advance notice of their intention to use the INTR rate to
allow RPU time to provide any necessary supplemental equipment and metering.
14. Customers using the INTR rate shall notify RPU in writing of their intention to use either the
interruptible demand nomination or the firm demand nomination and the amount of their interruptible
or firm loads.
15. Customers may change their method of nomination or level of nomination or both no more frequently
than once per year with 60 days written notice and approval from RPU.

Approved by Rochester Public Utility Board:
Effective Date:

TBD
January 1, 2018
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INTERRUPTIBLE SERVICE (Cont.)

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

PCA
SHEET 1 OF 1

POWER COST ADJUSTMENT
APPLICATION:
Applicable to all rate schedules where there is a kWh charge.

2. The Power Cost Adjustment is determined by calculating the average actual cost per kWh of retail
power supply from all sources during the previous 12 months, and subtracting the Established Power
Supply Cost. All calculations will be carried out to $.00001 per kWh. Power supply costs include the
cost of purchased power including charges for energy, demand, transmission, cost adjustments, and fees
for regional power grid services.
3. The Established Power Supply Cost Base of $0.07285 was determined by the 2014 cost of service
study. The base will remain at this level until subsequent review identifies a permanent and substantial
change in the cost of power.
5. The Power Cost Adjustment will be the difference between the actual amount per kWh calculated in #2
above and the Established Power Supply Cost Base/ kWh.. This dollar amount per kWh will be added
(subtracted) to each kWh of sales.

Approved by Rochester Public Utility Board:
Effective Date:

August 26, 2014
January 1, 2015
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1. The Power Cost Adjustment will be determined monthly, on a 12 month rolling average basis with
application to the first revenue cycle each month.

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE LMC
SHEET 1 OF 1

LOAD MANAGEMENT CREDITS
AVAILABILITY:
To customers participating in RPU's direct control load management program.

CREDITS:

Qualifying Central Air
Conditioner
Qualifying Electric
Water Heater

Monthly Credit

# Months Applied

$ 3.00 each

5 months (May through September)

$ 3.00 each

12 months

TERMS AND CONDITIONS:
1. Participation in the direct control load management program is voluntary.
2. Customer agrees to participate in the program for one year or longer.
3. Qualifying appliances are central air conditioners up to 8 kW and electric water heaters with a
minimum capacity of 40 gallons. Central air-conditioners above 8 kW, electric water heaters above 85
gallons, and other appliances or electrical loads applicable to direct control load management by RPU
may be accepted by RPU in this program. In these cases, applicable credits will be calculated on a case
by case basis.
4. Customer agrees to not utilize any other load management system in conjunction with equipment
directly controlled by RPU.
5. RPU shall not be liable for any damage or loss sustained by customer resulting from interruptions,
deficiencies, or imperfections of service provided under this rate.

Approved by Rochester Public Utility Board:
Effective Date:

TBD
Contingent upon implementation of RPU’s new
customer billing system.
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APPLICATION:
This rate schedule rider is to be applied in conjunction with all applicable rate schedules:

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE CSL
SHEET 1 OF 1
CITY STREET LIGHTING

AVAILABILITY:
To the City of Rochester for the illumination of public thoroughfares by means of RPU owned
overhead street lighting facilities.

Per kWh for all kWh Billed

2017

2018

Mercury Vapor (all Sizes)
Metal Halide (All Sizes)
LED (All Sizes)
High Pressure Sodium (All Sizes)

21.620¢
22.929¢
37.143¢
21.620¢

22.377¢
23.732¢
38.443¢
22.377¢

POWER COST ADJUSTMENT:
Bills computed under this rate schedule are subject to adjustment in accordance with the Power Cost
Adjustment (PCA).
CONDITIONS OF DELIVERY:
1. This rate is based on lamps being lighted every night from approximately 30 minutes after sunset to 30
minutes before sunrise, providing dusk to dawn operation.
2. RPU will replace inoperative lamps and otherwise maintain luminaires during regular daytime hours.
No credit will be allowed for periods during which the lamps are out of service. Routine lamp
replacement will be made on a group replacement schedule.
3. RPU will determine the amount of energy used during any month by multiplying the rated kilowatt
capacity of all lamps and accessory equipment by 350 hours for the month.
4. RPU shall not be liable for any damage or loss sustained by customer resulting from interruptions,
deficiencies, or imperfections of service provided under this rate.

Approved by Rochester Public Utility Board:
Effective Date:

TBD
January 1, 2018
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RATE:

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE TS
SHEET 1 OF 1
TRAFFIC SIGNALS

AVAILABILITY:
To governmental units for electric service to customer-owned traffic signal systems on public streets.

Fixed Charge:

2017
$32.07

2018
$33.00

Energy Charge / Kwh:

10.543¢

10.528¢

MINIMUM BILL:
The minimum bill is per traffic signal control cabinet served for any month or portion of a month.
2017
$32.07

2018
$33.00

POWER COST ADJUSTMENT:
Bills computed under this rate schedule are subject to adjustment in accordance with the Power Cost
Adjustment (PCA).
CONDITIONS OF DELIVERY:
1. RPU shall not be liable for any damage or loss sustained by customer resulting from interruptions,
deficiencies, or imperfections of service provided under this rate.

Approved by Rochester Public Utility Board:
Effective Date:

TBD
January 1, 2018
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RATE:
Monthly Fixed charge: per traffic signal control cabinet served:

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE CDS
SHEET 1 OF 1
CIVIL DEFENSE SIRENS

AVAILABILITY:
At all locations where facilities of adequate capacity and suitable voltage are adjacent to the location of
the siren to be served.

CHARACTER OF SERVICE:
Single of three phase, 60 Hertz, alternating current at any one of the standard secondary service
voltages as described in RPU's published Electric Service Rules and Regulations.
RATE:
Per Siren per month

2017
$16.29

2018
$16.29

MINIMUM BILL:
The minimum bill is per siren for any month or portion of a month.
2017
2018
Minimum Bill
$16.29
$16.29
PAYMENT:
Bills will be rendered monthly; payments are due on or before the due date.
CONDITIONS OF DELIVERY:
1. The customer shall furnish, install, own, operate, and maintain all sirens. The customer shall also
furnish, install, own, and maintain any structures required for the mounting and support of sirens;
except where the customer specifically requests and RPU agrees to use RPU owned poles for this
purpose. In such cases, RPU will assist in the installation and removal of sirens and the customer shall
pay RPU for the actual costs thereof.
2. When RPU does not have secondary service available at the siren location and it is necessary to install a
transformer or to extend secondary lines a distance greater than 150 feet, the customer shall pay RPU
the actual costs for installing the transformer and/or making such line extensions.
3. RPU will make the connection and disconnection with its distribution lines.
4. Loads other than sirens shall not be connected to the siren's circuit.
5. The customer shall furnish RPU with a map indicating the location of sirens to be operated and shall
notify RPU at least 30 days in advance of the planned addition, removal, or relocation of any siren.
6. RPU shall not be liable for any damage or loss sustained by customer resulting from interruptions,
deficiencies, or imperfections of service provided under this rate.

Approved by Rochester Public Utility Board:
Effective Date:

November 15, 2016
January 1, 2017
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APPLICATION:
To Olmsted County Civil Defense for the periodic operation of civil defense sirens.

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE SL
SHEET 1 OF 2

SECURITY LIGHTING
AVAILABILITY:
At all locations whenever the service can be provided with overhead wiring on an existing RPU owned
pole.

RATE:
Mercury Vapor Lights (Closed)
Monthly Charge
Size
175 Watt Mercury Vapor
250 Watt Mercury Vapor
400 Watt Mercury Vapor

2017
$ 10.71
$13.10
$18.61

2018
$10.66
$13.03
$18.52

High Pressure Sodium Vapor Lights
Size
70 Watt (Closed)
100 Watt
150 Watt (Roadway)
250 Watt
400 Watt (Closed)

2017
$ 9.33
$11.11
$12.49
$15.55
$20.39

2018
$ 9.28
$11.05
$12.43
$15.47
$20.29

Light Emitting Diode (LED) Lights
Size
LED Area Light
LED Roadway Light

2017
$11.11
$15.55

2018
$11.05
$15.47

PAYMENT:
Bills will be rendered monthly; payments are due on or before the due date.
CONDITIONS OF DELIVERY:
1. RPU will furnish, install, own, and maintain a standard lighting unit consisting of a luminaire, complete
with lamp and control device wired for operation, supported by a bracket mounted on an RPU owned
pole, and will supply all electrical energy necessary for the operation of the unit.
2. When RPU does not have a suitable pole or secondary service available at the desired location and it is
necessary to install a transformer or a pole or to extend secondary lines a distance greater than 150 feet,
the customer shall pay RPU the actual costs for installing the transformer or pole and/or making such
line extensions.
3. Service under this rate is not available underground or in underground areas unless the customer pays
RPU the complete cost of the necessary underground facilities.
4. Lamps will automatically be switched on approximately 30 minutes after sunset and off 30 minutes
before sunrise, providing dusk to dawn operation of approximately 4,200 hours per year.
5. RPU will make every attempt to replace inoperative lamps and maintain luminaries during regular
daytime work hours within 3 working days after notification by the customer. No credit will be
allowed for periods during which the lamp was out of service.
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APPLICATION:
To all classes of customers contracting for security lighting.

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE SL
SHEET 2 OF 2

SECURITY LIGHTING (Cont.)

6. RPU will, at the customer's expense, relocate or change the position of any lamp or pole as requested in
writing by the customer.
7. Service furnished under this rate is subject to applicable provisions of RPU's published Electric Service
Rules and Regulations.
8. RPU shall not be liable for any damage or loss sustained by customer resulting from interruptions,
deficiencies, or imperfections of service provided under this rate.

Approved by Rochester Public Utility Board:
Effective Date:

TBD
January 1, 2018
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CONDITIONS OF DELIVERY:

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE UMDR
SHEET 1 OF 1

UNMETERED DEVICE RATE

APPLICATION:
To commercial customers where the estimated monthly kwh required does not exceed 300 kwh and is
determined by RPU to not warrant a meter.
CHARACTER OF SERVICE:
Single of three phase, 60 Hertz, alternating current at any one of the standard secondary service
voltages as described in RPU's published Electric Service Rules and Regulations.
RATE:
Fixed Charge per device per month
Energy Charge (Kwh)

2017
N/A
N/A

MINIMUM BILL:
The minimum bill is per device for any month or portion of a month.
2017
Minimum Bill
N/A

2018
$11.18
11.217¢

2018
$11.18

PAYMENT:
Bills will be rendered monthly; payments are due on or before the due date.
CONDITIONS OF DELIVERY:
1. The customer shall furnish, install, own, operate, and maintain all devices. The customer shall also
furnish, install, own, and maintain any structures required for the mounting and support of devices;
except where the customer specifically requests and RPU agrees to use RPU owned poles for this
purpose. In such cases, RPU will assist in the installation and removal of devices and the customer
shall pay RPU for the actual costs thereof.
2. When RPU does not have secondary service available at the device location and it is necessary to install
a transformer or to extend secondary lines a distance greater than 150 feet, the customer shall pay RPU
the actual costs for installing the transformer and/or making such line extensions.
3. RPU will make the connection and disconnection with its distribution lines.
4. Loads other than the device shall not be connected to the device's circuit.
5. The customer shall furnish RPU with a map indicating the location of sirens to be operated and shall
notify RPU at least 30 days in advance of the planned addition, removal, or relocation of any siren.
6. RPU shall not be liable for any damage or loss sustained by customer resulting from interruptions,
deficiencies, or imperfections of service provided under this rate.

Approved by Rochester Public Utility Board:
Effective Date:

TBD
Contingent upon the implementation of RPU’s new
customer billing system.
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AVAILABILITY:
At all locations where facilities of adequate capacity and suitable voltage are adjacent to the location of
the device to be served.

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE CAR
SHEET 1 OF 1
CLEAN AIR RIDER

CONDITIONS OF DELIVERY:
1. Emission Reduction Project at Silver Lake Plant:
a. The CAR for the Emission Reduction Project (ERP) at the Silver Lake Plant is to recover the
annual debt service of the project.
b. The CAR for the ERP will be calculated by dividing the ERP debt service requirements by the
KWH forecast for all rate classes. This monthly charge under the CAR Schedule for 2018 is
$0.00180/kwh.
c. The CAR will terminate for the ERP with payment of all debt service requirements.
d. An annual true-up will be done comparing the actual amount collected to the actual debt service
requirement. The amount over or under collected will adjust future years debt service
requirements used in the calculation.

Approved by Rochester Public Utility Board:
Effective Date:

TBD
January 1, 2018
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APPLICATION:
The Clean Air Rider (CAR) will be used to recover costs related to renewable and environmental
improvement programs and projects approved by the Utility Board. Applicable to all rate classes billed
in kWh.

3.2.a

RATE SCHEDULE WTR-C
SHEET 1 OF 1

WATER SERVICE
AVAILABILITY:
At all locations within the Rochester City limits and at locations external to the City limits, that have
been authorized by the Rochester Common Council.
MONTHLY RATE:
Customer Charge:
Size of Meter
2016
2017
2018
5/8"
$ 6.26
$ 6.84
$ 7.50
3/4"
$ 8.89
$ 9.72
$ 10.66
1"
$ 14.29
$ 15.62
$ 17.14
1-1/2"
$ 27.58
$ 30.14
$ 33.07
2"
$ 43.54
$ 47.59
$ 52.21
3"
$ 81.00
$ 88.53
$ 97.13
4"
$ 134.39
$ 146.88
$ 161.15
6"
$ 267.86
$ 292.76
$ 321.20
8"
$ 479.03
$ 523.56
$ 574.42
Commodity Charge Rate/CCF:
Residential
0-7
CCF
7.01 - 12
CCF
12.01 and over CCF
Commercial:
Industrial:
Interdepartmental:
Irrigation Meter (All Classes):

2016
75.5¢
82.7¢
94.7¢
75.5¢
75.5¢
75.5¢
94.7¢

2017
78.5¢
85.7¢
97.7¢
78.5¢
78.5¢
78.5¢
97.7¢

2018
81.3¢
88.5¢
100.5¢
81.3¢
81.3¢
81.3¢
100.5¢

NOTE: Customers whose service is taken outside the Rochester city limits with individual water systems
not connected to the City water system shall have a rate of 2.0 times the customer and
commodity charges.
MINIMUM BILL:
Applicable monthly customer charge according to size of meter provided.
PAYMENT:
Payments are due on or before the due date.
CONDITIONS OF DELIVERY:
1. Service furnished under this rate schedule is subject to connection policies of the Rochester City
Council.
2. Service furnished under this rate schedule is subject to provisions of RPU's Water Service Rules
and Regulations.
3. RPU shall not be liable for damage or loss sustained by customer in conjunction with taking service
under this rate.
4. Water furnished under this rate shall not be resold.

Approved by Rochester Public Utility Board:
Effective Date:

November 10, 2015
January 1, 2016
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ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE FHFC
SHEET 1 OF 1

FIRE HYDRANT FACILITIES CHARGE

MONTHLY RATE:
Customer Class
Residential
Commercial/Industrial

2016
$ .90
$3.50

2017
$ .90
$3.70

2018
$ .90
$3.70

BILLINGS:
Billings will be on a monthly basis.
PAYMENT:
Payments are due on or before the due date.
CONDITIONS OF DELIVERY:
1. RPU shall not be liable for any damage or loss sustained by customer resulting from interruptions,
deficiencies, or imperfections of service provided under this rate.
2. The rate will not be applied to water service meters that are used exclusively for irrigation purposes.
3. The rate will not be applied to water service meters that are not connected to the City’s central
water system.
4. The rate will be applied regardless of the property’s water service status (active or non-active).

Approved by Rochester Public Utility Board:
Effective Date:

November 10, 2015
January 1, 2016
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APPLICABILITY:
To all residential and commercial and industrial water utility customers.

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE SPP
SHEET 1 OF 2
SCHEDULE I

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
COGENERATION AND SMALL POWER PRODUCTION TARIFF

APPLICATION:
To residential and general service customers contracting for electric service for one year or more,
with all service taken at one point and where part or all of the electrical requirements of the customer can
be supplied by customer-owned electrical generating equipment which is connected for operation in
parallel with RPU’s system.
This rate schedule rider is to be applied in conjunction with the following schedules:
Residential Service

(RES)

General Service

(GS)

Medium General Service

(MGS)

Large General Service

(LGS)

Large Industrial Service

(LIS)

Power Cost Adjustment

(PCA)

CHARACTER OF SERVICE:
Single or three phase, 60 Hertz alternating current at any one of the standard secondary service
voltages as described in RPU’s published electric Service Rules and Regulations.
RATE:
Demand Charge:
The demand charge shall be determined in accordance with the applicable rate schedule (MGS,
LGS and LIS customers only) and shall be applied in accordance with the provisions of Section VII
(C) of RPU’s Rules Covering Cogeneration and Small Power Production Facilities.
Energy Charge:
The energy charge shall be determined in accordance with the applicable rate schedule (RES, GS
MGS, LGS or LIS customers) and shall be applied in accordance with the provisions of Section VII
(B or C as applicable) of RPU’s Rules Covering Cogeneration and Small Power Production
Facilities.
Minimum Charge: The minimum charge shall be determined in accordance with the applicable
rate schedule (RES, GS, MGS, LGS, or LIS customers).
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AVAILABILITY:
By separate written agreement only.

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE SPP
SHEET 2 OF 2

Energy and Capacity Credits: The energy and capacity credits shall be applied in accordance
with the provisions of Section VII (B or C as applicable) of RPU’s Rules Covering Cogeneration
and Small Power Production Facilities.
POWER COST ADJUSTMENT:

PAYMENT:
Payments are due on or before the due date.
1. CONDITIONS OF DELIVERY: Service furnished under this rate schedule rider is subject to
applicable provisions of RPU’s published Electric Service Rules and Regulations and Rules
Covering Cogeneration and Small Power Production.
2. Service under this rate schedule rider will be furnished only to customers whose maximum
electrical generating capacity is 40 kW or less; such service may be limited at the sole discretion
of RPU, to those customers who obtain “qualifying” status under FERC Regulations (18CFR
Part 292) implementing section 201 of the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978.
3. Service under this rate schedule rider will be furnished only after the customer and RPU have
entered into a separate written agreement which specifies the type of metering and
interconnection facilities to be employed, the responsibilities for installation, ownership, and
maintenance of these facilities, and the procedures required for safe and technically acceptable
operation of parallel electrical generating equipment.
4. RPU shall not be liable for any damage or loss sustained by the customer resulting from the
parallel operation of the customer’s electrical generating equipment, or resulting from
interruptions, deficiencies, or imperfections of service provided under this rate schedule rider.
5. Energy furnished under this rate schedule rider shall not be resold.

Approved by Rochester Public Utility Board:
Effective Date:

March 28, 2006
April 4, 2006
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The energy credit computed under this rate schedule rider is subject to a Power Cost Adjustment.

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE PEVC
SHEET 1 OF 1

RPU Public Electric Vehicle Charging Rate
AVAILABILITY:
To Electric and Plug-in Hybrid vehicles with level 1 or level 2 charging capability, at RPU managed car
charging stations.

Per hour of plugged in time

2017

2018

The hours of 4 pm – 7 pm
All other hours

N/A
N/A

$ 2.00 per hour
75¢ per hour

CONDITIONS OF DELIVERY:
1. Customers must be registered with ChargePoint and have a ChargePoint RFID card, or have the
ChargePoint app installed on a smartphone. Instructions are available at ChargePoint.com. *
2. Station payment is managed by a third party, ChargePoint.com, and requires prepayment by credit
card. RPU is unable to take payment to recharge your ChargePoint card. *
3. It is recommended to have a smartphone enabled device with the Chargepoint App installed.
4. Rates are applied during the time period the car is plugged in. Not when the car starts or finishes
charging.
5. RPU shall not be liable for any damage or loss sustained by customer resulting from interruptions,
deficiencies, or imperfections of service provided under this rate.
*For instructions on how to register for a ChargePoint RFID card, please visit ChargePoint.com or
contact RPU Customer Service

Approved by Rochester Public Utility Board:
Effective Date:

TBD
January 1, 2018
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RATE:

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

RATE SCHEDULE LINEEXT
SHEET 1 OF 1
LINE EXTENSIONS

AVAILABILITY:
Available to all customers and developers in RPU’s Service Territory.

RATE:
Residential
Commercial, Industrial and
Multi-Family Housing
Installed transformer Capacity
Up to 25 kVA
25 kVA up to 50 kVA
50 kVA up to 75 kVA
75 kVA up to 10,000 kVA
Above 10,000 kVA and/or
Non-standard Service

2018
$900 / Standard Service***

Rate
$1,100 / Standard Service*
$2,500 / Standard Service*
$4,500 / Standard Service*
Total cost of Standard Service less a credit of $63/kVA of
installed transformer Capacity**
Negotiated

*Single Phase Service is assumed. If three phase service is requested, the customer must also pay the
difference between three phase and single phase service.
**In cases where the installed transformer credit offsets the total cost of the Standard Service, no
additional amount will be charged.
***For the purposes of this rate schedule, Standard Residential Service is considered to be a single lot
or single structure with three or fewer dwelling units.
PAYMENT:
Payments must be received before work on the line extension or enhancement will begin.

Approved by Rochester Public Utility Board:
Effective Date:

April 25, 2017
January 1, 2018
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APPLICATION:
The Rules for Line Extensions in this schedule apply to all existing and prospective customers
requesting a new line extension or change of existing service.

3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

MISCELLANEOUS FEES
SHEET 1 of 2

MISCELLANEOUS FEES - ELECTRIC UTILITY
2018 Rate
$30.00

Meter Test-Residential (2nd request within the past 12 months)

$100.00

Meter Test-Commercial (2nd request within the past 12 months)

$210.00

Outage Call (The problem is with the customer's equipment, and this is the
second request within the past twelve months)

$100.00

Copies per page, black & white

$0.25

Copies, black & white, duplex

$0.50

Copies per page, color (from color printer, not copier)

$0.35

Reconnection After Disconnection (Workdays, 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM)

$70.00

Meter Connections After Hours
Workdays, 5:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Workdays, 9:00 PM - 8:00 AM
Non-Workdays
Holidays

$145.00
$230.00
$230.00
$230.00

House Move Investigation

$350.00

Temporary Meter Installation Fee

$100.00

Temporary Commercial Meter Installation Fee

$760.00

Pole Reconnection (Commercial)

$295.00

Meter Tampering

$240.00

Meter Service Call

$70.00

Infraview services - per hour

Attachment: 2018 Rates 01-01-2018 (8100 : 2018 Electric Utility Rate Adjustment)

NSF Check

$115.00

per hr
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3.2.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
(RPU)

MISCELLANEOUS FEES
SHEET 2 of 2

MISCELLANEOUS FEES - WATER UTILITY
$225.00
$225.00
$760.00
$760.00
$760.00
$760.00
$760.00

Frozen Meter Repair

$90.00

Hydrant Meter Rental
Flat fee for installtion and retrieval (plus tax)
Addition for 1" Meter
Addition for 2-3" Meter

$120.00
$40.00
$80.00

Unauthorized Use - Valve or Hyrdrant (Per Occurance)

$500.00

Water Leak Detection
1 person
2 people

$170.00
$320.00

Curb Box Operation

$50.00

Meter Removal Fee

$50.00

Meter Installation Fee

$50.00

Frozen Pipes - Per Man Hour

$85.00

After Hours Tower Access

Approved by Rochester Public Utility Board:
Effective Date:

Attachment: 2018 Rates 01-01-2018 (8100 : 2018 Electric Utility Rate Adjustment)

Water Main Tapping Fee 3/4 "
Water Main Tapping Fee 1 "
Water Main Tapping Fee 4"
Water Main Tapping Fee 6"
Water Main Tapping Fee 8"
Water Main Tapping Fee 10"
Water Main Tapping Fee 12"

$130.00

TBD
January 1, 2018
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RESOLUTION

BE IT RESOLVED by the Public Utility Board of the City of Rochester, Minnesota, to approve the
following rate schedules and attached tariff effective on or about January 1, 2018.
Residential Service (RES)
Residential Service-Dual Fuel (RES-DF)
Residential-High Efficiency HVAC (RESELGEO)
General Service (GS)
General Service-High Efficiency (GS-HEF)
General Service Time-Of-Use (GS-TOU)
Medium General Service (MGS)
Medium General Service-High Efficiency (MGS-HEF)
Medium General Service Time-Of-Use (MGS-TOU)
Unmetered Device (UMDR)
Public Car Charging (PCCR)
Large General Service (LGS)
Large Industrial Service (LIS)
Interruptible Service (INTR)
City Street Lighting (CSL)
Traffic Signals (TS)
Highway Lighting (HL)
Security Lighting (SL)
Civil Defense Sirens (CDS)
Clean Air Rider (CAR)
Power Cost Adjustment (PCA)
Load Management Credits (LMC)

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED by the Public Utility Board of the City of Rochester, Minnesota,
that the Common Council of the said City is requested to approve an overall 1.5% electric
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revenue increase with changes to all customer classes and an annual update to the Clean Air
Rider Rate effective on or about January 1, 2018.
Passed by the Public Utility Board of the City of Rochester, Minnesota, this 14th day of
November, 2017.

______________________________
President

______________________________
Secretary
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3.3

FOR BOARD ACTION
Agenda Item #

(ID # 8108)

Meeting Date: 11/14/2017

SUBJECT: 2018 Electric Utility Budget Approval

PREPARED BY: Peter Hogan

ITEM DESCRIPTION:
The preliminary 2018 electric utility budget was reviewed with the finance and audit
committee on October 17, 2017, and with the full Board on October 24, 2017. The
budget as presented reflects a reduction of approximately $4.1 million in operating and
capital expenses from staff's original submissions in order to meet the 2017 cost of
service study recommendations.
The significant drivers for the 2018 budget are:
·

Proposed electric rate increases for 2018 @ 1.5%

·

Our SMMPA wholesale rate for 2018 will be unchanged

·

Continuation of prudent investments into our system to improve reliability, service,
safety, sustainability and to serve new growth

·

Investment in the West Side Energy Station with a commercial production date of
2018.

·

Investments in IT systems and distribution systems

·

Additional principal and interest payment ($5.7M) due to the 2017 bond issuance
of $108M debt for the completion of CAPX 2020 project, funding of the West Side
Energy Station, Service Center expansion and refunding of 2007 Bond Issuance

·

Continued funding for our energy conservation programs

·

Movement towards the financial targets set based on the adoption of the utility
method of rate setting:
o

Alignment of variable and fixed costs with corresponding variable and
fixed revenues reduces cross subsidies and improves financial
sustainability

o

Change in Net Assets goal for 2018:
$13,680,000

o

Debt Service Coverage Ratio, excluding payment in lieu of taxes
(PILOT), of 3.0 times or greater; Budget projects 2.8 times in 2018

o

Minimum cash reserves goal for 2018:

$14,370,000;

$53,954,000;

Budget

Budget
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3.3

FOR BOARD ACTION
Agenda Item #

(ID # 8108)

Meeting Date: 11/14/2017

$54,079,000
Summary financial sheets are attached reflecting the recommended budget. Staff will be
available to answer questions.
UTILITY BOARD ACTION REQUESTED:
Management recommends that the Board approve and request Common Council
approval of the 2018 RPU electric utility operating and capital budget.
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3.3.a

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
ELECTRIC UTILITY
2018 OPERATING BUDGET

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

•
•
•
•

Cost center budgets and non-bonded projects set at level used in cost-of-service study
Other than specifically identified projects, no assumptions have been made with regards to DMC
Interest Earnings Rate:

0.25%

Average Salary Expense Change:

3.5%

•
•
•
•
•

Anticipated Bonding

none

Change in Full-time Equivalents:

2

SMMPA Wholesale Power Cost:

0.0% increase

SMMPA CROD Level:

216 MW

Minimum Cash Reserve Requirement:

Current policy amount $53,954,000

Attachment: Elc-2018 Assumptions (8108 : 2018 Electric Utility Budget Approval)

(consists of COLA, merit and promotion increases)

RETAIL REVENUES / SALES

•
•
•
•

Revenue Adjustment:

1.50%

Electric KWH Sales Forecast:

0.8 % Increase from 2017 F2 Year End Projected Sales

Total Electric Utility Customers:

2.0% Increase over Year End 2017 F2 Projected Customers
523 Cooling Degree Days

Forecast Assumes Normal Weather :

WHOLESALE REVENUES / SALES & EXPENSES

•
•

Estimated Cost of Fuel 2018

$3.705 / mmBtu

Budgeted Cost of Fuel 2017 F2

$3.650 / mmBtu

OTHER ITEMS

•

In Lieu of Tax forecast increasing $243,800 to a total of $8,655,429.

Section 1 - Page 1
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3.3.b

ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
ELECTRIC UTILITY
Management Reporting P&L

2
3
4
5

in 000's
RPU Rate Increase

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Revenue
Retail Electric
Wholesale Electric
Wholesale Steam
Transmission
Other Services & Fees
Total Revenue

Cost of Revenue
Power Supply
16
Generation Fuel
17 Total Cost of Revenue

Historical Data
2015
2016
3.5%
1.7%
$133,560
$2,579
$5,412
$1,387
$2,917
$145,856

2018
1.5%

$150,769
$1,666
$4,259
$4,526
$3,125
$164,344

2019
1.9%

$153,878
$2,759
$4,349
$5,000
$3,624
$169,610

2020
2.5%

$156,695
$3,073
$4,456
$5,000
$3,712
$172,936

2021
2.5%

$160,352
$3,133
$4,565
$5,000
$3,942
$176,991

2022
2.5%

$164,057
$3,197
$4,675
$5,000
$3,904
$180,832

$167,481
$3,268
$4,768
$5,000
$3,946
$184,463

0.0%
$86,639
$3,871
$90,510

6.0%
$92,700
$3,563
$96,262

2.0%
$92,959
$3,304
$96,263

0.0%
$94,661
$4,099
$98,760

0.0%
$95,064
$4,341
$99,405

0.0%
$95,352
$4,416
$99,767

0.0%
$95,540
$4,493
$100,033

0.0%
$95,571
$4,569
$100,139

Gross Margin
Retail Electric
Wholesale
Transmission
Other Services & Fees
TOTAL GROSS MARGIN

$46,921
$4,120
$1,387
$2,917
$55,346

$49,311
$2,787
$4,917
$3,157
$60,172

$57,810
$2,620
$4,526
$3,125
$68,081

$59,217
$3,009
$5,000
$3,624
$70,850

$61,631
$3,188
$5,000
$3,712
$73,532

$65,000
$3,282
$5,000
$3,942
$77,224

$68,517
$3,379
$5,000
$3,904
$80,800

$71,910
$3,467
$5,000
$3,946
$84,324

Controllable Costs
Salaries & Benefits
Other Operating Expenses
Major Maintenance
Non-Bonded Capital Projects
TOTAL CONTROLLABLE COSTS

$18,819
$8,408
$3,890
$5,908
$37,026

$20,303
$8,655
$1,690
$9,888
$40,536

$22,056
$9,163
$3,133
$13,995
$48,347

$23,998
$9,602
$3,257
$9,365
$46,221

$25,565
$10,335
$3,850
$13,900
$53,650

$26,952
$10,349
$2,351
$14,459
$54,111

$27,910
$10,548
$2,630
$11,958
$53,046

$29,313
$10,755
$2,407
$15,871
$58,346

Depreciation & Amortization
Less Non Bonded Projects (capitalized)
32
Less Total Internal Costs (capitalized)
Interutility Allocation
33
34 Total Operating Expenses

$10,589
($5,908)
($3,439)
($1,211)
$37,058

$9,804
($9,888)
($3,292)
($1,230)
$35,931

$11,322
($13,995)
($5,406)
($1,229)
$39,038

$12,948
($9,365)
($3,811)
($1,449)
$44,545

$14,494
($13,900)
($4,166)
($1,478)
$48,600

$15,224
($14,459)
($5,167)
($1,508)
$48,201

$15,383
($11,958)
($5,753)
($1,538)
$49,180

$15,756
($15,871)
($5,121)
($1,569)
$51,541

35 Net Operating Income (Loss)

$18,288

$24,242

$29,042

$26,305

$24,931

$29,023

$31,619

$32,783

37

Financing & Other Non-Operating Items:
Bond & Interest Related Expenses
Interest Income
38
Misc Non-Operating Income (Expense)
39
40 Total Financing & Non-Operating Items

($3,495)
$240
($610)
($3,865)

($3,507)
$256
($367)
($3,617)

($5,011)
$1,066
($31)
($3,977)

($4,854)
$536
($53)
($4,371)

($6,271)
$373
($54)
($5,953)

($7,307)
$414
($56)
($6,948)

($7,136)
$413
($57)
($6,780)

($6,949)
$412
($58)
($6,594)

41 Income Before Transfers or Capital Contributions

$14,423

$20,625

$25,065

$21,934

$18,979

$22,074

$24,839

$26,189

($8,384)
$0
$0
$0

($8,470)
$0
$3,062
$0

($8,412)
$0
$2,809
$0

($8,655)
$0
$401
$0

($8,801)
$0
$171
$0

($8,948)
$0
$40
$0

($9,096)
$0
$40
$0

($9,242)
$0
$40
($0)

$6,040

$15,217

$19,463

14

SMMPA Rate Increase

$142,011
$2,311
$4,039
$4,917
$3,157
$156,435

2017 F2
3.7%

15

18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Attachment: 2018 Electric Utility Proforma (8108 : 2018 Electric Utility Budget Approval)

1

36

42
43
44
45

Transfers (In Lieu of Taxes)
Capital Contributions
Other Revenues
Special Items

46 NET INCOME
47 TARGET NET INCOME
48 Excess (Deficit) from Target

49 1/01 Cash Balance

55

Change in Net Assets
Depreciation & Amortization
Capital Additions/Service Territory Comp
Bond Principal Payments
Bond Proceeds
Net Change in Other Assets/Liabilities

56

Net Changes in Cash

50
51
52
53
54

57 12/31 Cash Balance

58 Reserve Target
59 Excess (Deficit) from Target
60 Cash Balance as % of Reserve Target

$
$

$

41,698
15,217
9,804
(39,037)
(3,895)
13,350
3,616
(945)

$
$
$

40,753
50,419
(9,666)

$ 40,753

$

19,463
11,322
(69,704)
(3,685)
125,227
(75,798)
6,825
$ 47,578
$ 52,561
$ (4,983)
90.5%

61 Debt Service Coverage Ratio

$
$
$

$13,680
$10,349
$13,166
$15,783
$16,987
14,370 $ 14,880 $ 15,550 $ 16,300 $ 17,010
(690) $
(4,531) $
(2,384) $
(517) $
(23)

47,578

$

54,079

$

52,408

$

55,137

$

59,687

13,680
12,948
(34,465)
(5,460)
19,799

10,349
14,494
(20,973)
(5,725)
(0)
183

13,166
15,224
(29,626)
(6,422)
22,800
(12,413)

15,783
15,383
(26,711)
(6,738)
6,832

16,987
15,756
(21,042)
(7,065)
(1,625)

6,501

(1,672)

2,730

4,550

3,011

54,079 $
53,954 $
125 $
100.2%

52,408 $
54,627 $
(2,219) $
95.9%

55,137 $
54,418 $
719 $
101.3%

59,687 $
54,426 $
5,261 $
109.7%

2.8

2.8

2.9

3.1

62,698
54,877
7,821
114.3%
3.2
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ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
CAPITAL AND MAJOR MAINTENANCE PLAN
MATERIALS, SUPPLIES & SERVICE
PROJECT BREAKDOWN ON 5 YEAR SUMMARY

1
2
3
4

ELECTRIC UTILITY
CAPITAL
($000's)

5
6
7

2018

8

2019

2020

2021

2022

5-Yr Total

Core Services
Allocation - New Services

1,343

1,371

1,398

1,426

1,454

6,991

New Service Installations

483

-

-

-

-

-

Overhead Replacements

40

-

-

-

-

-

Pole Replacement

30

-

-

-

-

-

600

-

-

-

-

-

Other Projects

80

-

-

-

-

-

Property Damage - Repair/Replace

80

-

-

-

-

-

Other Equipment Failures

30

-

-

-

-

-

1
30
15
25
65
70
651
(239)
45
228
65
75
110
150
20
150
45
75
50

15
15
15
650
200
70
300
150
85
125
670
350
650
1,250
195
50

15
32
15
15
650
250
350
200
300
250
200
2,000
100
5,000
5,000
-

15
15
15
650
300
200
500
125
150
100
150
250
450
200
4,000
750
5,000
165
-

15
34
15
15
650
50
300
300
300
1,000
500
250
300
200
200
85
100
200
500
750
50
1,000
1,000
90
-

61
96
75
85
65
70
3,251
(239)
95
250
300
350
400
300
300
250
300
70
200
300
228
65
3,500
1,000
250
225
300
200
350
150
100
85
85
150
75
100
200
235
250
820
950
350
950
9,720
1,750
1,000
11,400
90
45
195
75
165
100

Annual Underground Cable Replacements (URD)

Load Management Installations
Mobile Meter Reader
Metering/Shop Test Equipment Upgrade/Repl
Substation/Shop Test Equipment Upgrade/Repl
SF-6 Gas Cart
Substation Spares and Replacements
Allocation - Metering/AMR
345kV Transmission Project HC/Roch/LaCrosse
Hydro Line Rebuild
Northern Hills 65th St Feeder
Feeder 306 Install
Feeder 615 Install
Feeder 715 Install
Feeder 913 Install
Feeder 914 Install
Feeder 1315 Install
Feeder 1602 Install
Feeder 1732 Install
Feeder 1733 Install
Feeder 1734 Install
1st Ave SE Duct Relocation
Miracle Mile Feeder Relocation
Downtown New Duct Systems
Downtown New Feeder Extensions
65th St - 50th to 60th Ave
48th St NE
60th Ave Duct Banks
55th St NW - 60th Ave to CR #3
75th St NW
FDR 712 - Tie to 711/19th St
40th St SW
FDR Tie - 713/401
Hwy 14 E
FDR 302 to 406 Load Transfer
1305 Feed into N Walmart Loop
FDR 811 Extension to 55th St
FDR 301 Load Relief
Feeder 401 - Reconfigure
Q2 Rebuild from Bear Creek - RCTC
Q4 Rebuild from BV Sub to Salem Rd
Q7 Rebuild to Grade B
Q11 W.C. to new St. Bridget Sub - ROW
Q11 W.C. to new St. Bridget Sub - Constr
Transmission Extension to New Downtown Sub
Willow Creek Expansion for Q11
St. Bridget Sub
Downtown Capacity Addition
Crosstown - Install Capacitor Bank
Fiber Willow Creek to Bamber Valley
Fiber Cascade Creek to Westside
Fiber Cascade Creek to Crosstown
Fiber OWEF Splice to Chester
Verizon Small Cell
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9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

3.3.c
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ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
CAPITAL AND MAJOR MAINTENANCE PLAN
MATERIALS, SUPPLIES & SERVICE
PROJECT BREAKDOWN ON 5 YEAR SUMMARY

1
2
3
4

6
7

2018

90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123

2020

2021

2022

5-Yr Total

2,955

2,580

2,825

3,160

13,550

Feeder Extensions

95

-

-

-

-

-

Feeder Rebuilds

55

-

-

-

-

-

Minor Transmission Projects

30

-

-

-

-

-

Substation Projects

385

-

-

-

-

-

Road Projects

175

-

-

-

-

-

Capacitor Bank Installations

165

-

-

-

-

-

Fiber Optic Projects

100

-

-

-

-

-

Distribution Transformers

600

-

-

-

-

-

Overhead to Underground Conversion

50

-

-

-

-

-

Manhole Switch Replacements

75

-

-

-

-

-

Mainline Cable Replacement

300

-

-

-

-

-

Survey GPS Replacement
GIS Integration with Cayenta
Communication Platform
Service Territory Payments

33
150
308

80
308

85
310

90
315

95
320

33
350
150
1,561

5,495

9,504

18,750

17,691

12,933

64,372

Total Core Services

87
88
89

2019

2,030

Allocation - Distribution Expansion

Attachment: Elc-2018 Cpt Prjcts (8108 : 2018 Electric Utility Budget Approval)

ELECTRIC UTILITY
CAPITAL
($000's)

5

8
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86

3.3.c

Customer Relations
CRM

Total Customer Relations

725

-

-

-

-

725

725

-

-

-

-

725

25
150
650

1,741
1,000
150
300
768

1,483
725
130
300
806

124
40
110
300
846

40
110
300
889

25
3,348
1,805
650
1,200
3,958

Corporate Services
Racking for Storage Yard Expansion
ERP/Work Mgmt Implementation
Substation Communications
Operation Technology
Enterprise Systems and Applications
Allocation - Technology
Network Management

237

-

-

-

-

-

Output Management

12

-

-

-

-

-

Server Management

50

-

-

-

-

-

Workstation Management

88

-

-

-

-

-

Backup/DR

33

-

-

-

-

-

Information Risk and Security

80

-

-

-

-

-

Storage Management

40

-

-

-

-

-

Business Systems/Applications
City Shared Infrastructure

60

-

-

-

-

-

50

-

-

-

-

-

825

3,958

3,444

1,420

1,339

10,986

65

-

-

-

-

65

65

-

-

-

-

65

6,845
200
12,887
90
158
25
135
76
633

250
1,117
95
250
78
582

510
95
200
80
680

325
95
82
645

120
95
84
651

6,845
1,405
14,005
380
90
158
475
135
400
3,191

21,048

2,372

1,565

1,147

950

27,083

Total Corporate Services
Compliance and Public Affairs
Electric Safety Exhibit

Total Compliance and Public Affairs
Power Resources
West Side Energy Station
Allocation - Power Resources
Building Expansion
Substation Physical Security
Customer Service Desk Modifications
Fleet Hoist Replacement
Design Study to Replace AHU 1-4
SC Canopy Roof Replacement
Allocation - Facilities
Allocation - Fleet

Total Power Resources
General Management
Project Contingency Fund

700

700

700

700

700

3,500

124

Total General Management

700

700

700

700

700

3,500

125

Total Outside Expenditures

28,858

16,535

24,459

20,958

15,921

106,730

126

Capitalized Interest

1,796

272

-

-

-

127

Total Internal Expenditures

3,811

4,166

5,167

5,753

5,121

24,018

(50)

(43,246)

2,069

128

Less Bonding

(21,289)

(2,907)

(10,000)

(9,000)

129

Net Capital Plan

13,176

18,066

19,626

17,711

20,992

89,571

130

Net Capital and Major Maintenance Plan

16,765

22,090

22,103

20,485

23,532

104,975
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ROCHESTER PUBLIC UTILITIES
CAPITAL AND MAJOR MAINTENANCE PLAN
MATERIALS, SUPPLIES & SERVICE
PROJECT BREAKDOWN ON 5 YEAR SUMMARY

1
2
3
4

6

2018

7
8 Core Services
Tree Trimming
9
Downtown Resource Planning Study
10
Distribution System Planning Study
11
Substation Switchgear Analysis Report
12
Transmission Coordination Study
13
Allocation - Distribution System Maintenance
14

Total Core Services

16 Corporate Services
Document Management Solution
17
Elec Cost-of-Srvc/Rate Design Study
18
CIAC/AFUDC Asset Accounting Conversion
19
KPIT Support Contract
20
21

Total Corporate Services

22 Compliance and Public Affairs
Zumbro River Dredging
23
24

Total Compliance and Public Affairs

25 Power Resources
SLP Decommissioning
26
Allocation - Power Resources
27
Allocation - Facilities
28
29

Total Power Resources

30 General Management
Operating Contingency Fund
31

2019

2020

2021

2022

5-Yr Total

1,001
110
55
25
200

800
70
240

800
180

800
70
195

800
210

4,201
110
140
55
25
1,025

1,391

1,110

980

1,065

1,010

5,556

50
80
284

25
284

25
65
284

25
142

25
142

150
65
80
1,136

414

309

374

167

167

1,431

120

700

81

-

-

901

120

700

81

-

-

901

25
665
142

630
657
144

200
270
146

450
500
148

250
530
150

1,555
2,622
730

832

1,431

616

1,098

930

4,907

500

300

300

300

300

1,700

32

Total General Management

500

300

300

300

300

1,700

33

Total Outside Expenditures

3,257

3,850

2,351

2,630

2,407

14,495

34

Total Internal Expenditures

332

174

125

144

133

909

35

Total Major Maintenance Plan

3,589

4,024

2,476

2,774

2,540
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ELECTRIC UTILITY
MAJOR MAINTENANCE
($000's)

5

15

3.3.d

15,404
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RESOLUTION

BE IT RESOLVED by the Public Utility Board of the City of Rochester, Minnesota, that the
Common Council of the said City is requested to approve the

2018 Electric Utility Capital and Operating Budgets

Passed by the Public Utility Board of the City of Rochester, Minnesota, this 14th day of
November, 2017.

______________________________
President

______________________________
Secretary
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